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Abstract

In the scope of this thesis work, the existing diagnostic setups for the transverse
and longitudinal phase space characterization at the Photo Injector Test facility at
DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ) have been utilized to obtain detailed and reliable results.
PITZ, being a test facility for European XFEL and FLASH, needs to do detailed
characterization of electron beams to ensure that they meet the requirements of
the FELs, i.e., small transverse emittance and energy spread as well as high peak
current.
For the reconstruction of the horizontal and vertical phase spaces, PITZ utilizes a
slit scan technique as a standard tool because of its space charge dominated electron
beams. A novel method for 4 dimensional transverse phase space characterization,
known as virtual pepper pot, is proposed that can give insight to the transverse
beam phase space coupling. It utilizes the horizontal and vertical single slit scan
data to form pepper pot like beamlets. The systematic error of the methodology is
explored and the loss of signal at the halo of the horizontal and vertical beamlets
due to low signal to noise ratio is considered in the algorithm.
To reconstruct the Longitudinal Phase Space (LPS) before the booster accelerat-
ing structure, a tomographic reconstruction method called algebraic reconstruction
technique was utilized, but the LPS results showed many artefacts. In this thesis,
methodical studies were done to improve the existing LPS tomography technique.
Some core concerns were addressed e.g. booster phase range, space charge effects
and noisy artefacts in results. The reconstruction method adopted was an image
space reconstruction algorithm which showed promising results owing to assurance
of non-negative solution. Moreover, the initial guess of LPS for iterations was estab-
lished from low energy section momentum measurements to give a unique solution.
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Kurzfassung

Eine detaillierte Charakterisierung der Elektronenstrahlen aus einem Photoinjektor
ist von entscheidender Bedeutung, um sicherzustellen, dass sie die Anforderungen
der FELs erfüllen, d.h. eine geringe transversale Emittanz und Energieverteilung
sowie ein hoher Spitzenstrom. Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden die bestehenden
Diagnoseeinrichtungen für die transversale und longitudinale Phasenraumcharakte-
risierung an der Photoinjektor-Testanlage bei DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ) genutzt und
verbessert, um detaillierte und zuverlässige Ergebnisse zu erhalten.
Für die Rekonstruktion der horizontalen und vertikalen Phasenräume verwendet
PITZ eine Einzelschlitzabtastung als Standardwerkzeug, da die Elektronenstrah-
len von Raumladung dominiert werden. Zur vierdimensionalen Charakterisierung
des transversalen Phasenraums, wird eine neue Methode vorgeschlagen, die als vir-
tueller Pfefferstreuer bekannt ist und einen Einblick in die Phasenraumkopplung
der transversalen Strahlen geben kann. Sie nutzt die horizontalen und vertikalen
Einzelspalt-Scandaten, um durch sorgfältiges Kreuzen und Nachbearbeiten von Be-
amlets pfefferstreuerartige Beamlets zu bilden. Der Signalverlust an den Rundern
der Beamlets aufgrund des geringen Signal-Rausch-Verhältnisses wird im Algorith-
mus berücksichtigt, und der systematische Fehler, der sich aus der Kreuzung der
Beamlets ergibt, wird ebenfalls erforscht.
Zur Rekonstruktion des Longitudinalen Phasenraums (LPS) vor der Booster wur-
de eine tomografische Rekonstruktionsmethode, die so genannte algebraische Re-
konstruktionstechnik, verwendet, wobei die LPS-Ergebnisse viele Artefakte aufwie-
sen. In dieser Arbeit wurden methodische Studien durchgeführt, um die bestehende
LPS-Tomographietechnik zu verbessern. Es wurden einige zentrale Probleme ange-
gangen, z. B. der Phasenbereich des Boosters, Raumladungseffekte und verrauschte
Artefakte in den Ergebnissen. Als Rekonstruktionsmethode wurde ein Bildraum-
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Rekonstruktionsalgorithmus verwendet, der vielversprechende Ergebnisse lieferte,
da er eine nicht-negative Lösung garantiert. Außerdem wurde die anfängliche Ab-
schätzung der LPS aus Messungen im Niederenergiebereich in den Algorithmus ein-
gebracht um eindeutige Ergebnisse zu erzielen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The exploration of the matter at the atomic and the sub-atomic level is an essential
tool for accomplishing basic research in applied sciences [1]. This poses a demand
on the measurement scales to be also of the same order. If one wants to measure
the size of the atoms in the material under study, the length scale should be of the
order of angstrom. Moreover, if one is interested to take a motion picture of chemi-
cal processes to unravel the structure and dynamics of complex molecular systems,
e.g. proteins, the time scale should be of the order of femtoseconds. All of this has
been made possible by the development of high brightness light sources.
A quick look into the history shows how these light sources have evolved over the
years. In the 1960’s, particle accelerators were built for nuclear and subnuclear
physics. They were used parasitically as sources of photons for experiments in
atomic, molecular and solid state physics and served as so called first generation
light sources. Second generation light sources were designed to serve exclusively as
light sources using the synchrotron radiation emitted in bending magnets [2]. In
the 1990’s, third generation light sources were developed [3,4]. They provided more
brilliant, quasi-monochromatic and tunable synchrotron radiation by the extensive
use of the so called insertion devices such as e.g. undulators and wigglers. Free
electron lasers (FELs) are the fourth generation light sources [5]. FELs produce
radiation with full spatial coherence (i.e. laser-like) of extremely high peak bril-
liance (or spectral brightness) due to constructive interference between the fields
radiated by the different electrons of the bunch [6]. The peak brilliance of the pho-
ton beams increased by eight orders of magnitude by going from synchrotron light
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Chapter 1. Introduction

sources to FEL light sources. In case of long photon wavelengths, FELs can am-
plify the light intensity by an optical resonator based on two reflecting mirrors. For
shorter wavelengths,i.e., in X-ray regime, it is challenging to produce mirrors with
high reflectivity. Therefore, it is necessary to implement a single-pass high-gain pro-
cess known as Self Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) [7–12]. This requires
a unique operational regime for the accelerator which puts stringent requirements
on the quality and intensity of the electron beam. The source of the electron beam
for most of these light sources is a photoinjector. The parameters of the radiation
emitted from the light source depends upon the quality of the beam generated in
the photoinjector.
The Photo Injector Test facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ) is a unique acceler-
ator facility owing to its dynamic parameter space. It was established to develop
and characterize electron guns for the Free electron LASer in Hamburg (FLASH)
and European X-ray Free Electron Laser (Eu-XFEL) [13](pp. 561-601). Now, it
has expanded to perform proof-of-principle studies for an accelerator-based THz
source [14] and to carry out research in state-of-the-art cancer radiation therapy
with ultra-high dose rates [15]. The PITZ beamline allows methodological studies
of electron beam phase space characterization techniques in parallel to simulations
and analytical modelling.
Beam dynamics and diagnostic studies are a crucial part of research work at PITZ
in order to characterize the electron beams, improve the beam transport and ma-
nipulate the beam properties, namely its distribution in the transverse phase space.
The transverse phase space characterization is mainly done by a slit scan tech-
nique [16, 17]. A transverse deflecting structure is used to measure bunch length
as well as slice energy spread [18]. The longitudinal phase space after the gun is
measured by utilizing a tomographic reconstruction technique [19]. The goal of
this thesis work was to further improve the beam characterization techniques in the
transverse as well as the longitudinal phase spaces. The slit scan data used to char-
acterize the horizontal and vertical phase space was combined and manipulated to
develop Virtual Pepper Pot (VPP) technique. It was used to characterize the beam
in 4D phase space to resolve additional coupling information between both trans-
verse planes. For longitudinal phase space characterization, the existing method
of tomography was updated. The experimental conditions and the reconstruction
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Chapter 1. Introduction

algorithm were improved to achieve more reliable results.
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the linear beam dynamics
as well as the beam dynamics with space charge. The basic terms in accelerator
physics like phase space, emittance and twiss parameters are described. The beam
envelope equation is introduced to differentiate between space charge and emittance
dominated beam. Since the acceleration of the beam to the relativistic velocities
is based on RF technology, RF systems are introduced by describing the modes
of operation for RF cavities. Finally RF photoinjectors are explained highlighting
their main components. The importance of emittance optimization for FELs is also
explained. Chapter 3 describes the PITZ facility. The components related to the
thesis work are explained in more detail. Chapter 4 describes the virtual pepper
pot technique that is utilized for 4D transverse phase space characterization and
chapter 5 explains the tomographic reconstruction technique for longitudinal phase
space characterization. Both of these chapters cover the major research work con-
ducted during the thesis. They start with the analytical model, demonstrate the
proof-of-principle simulations with methodological studies and finally display the
experimental results. The end of the chapter summarizes the method and the find-
ings along with the challenges and short-comings. Chapter 6 gives a conclusion and
an outlook of the thesis work. It describes the improvements that can be made in
the aforementioned methods and gives some ideas to mitigate the limitations of the
techniques to make them more useful to the accelerator community in general, and
PITZ in particular.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

This chapter provides an overview of beam dynamics in accelerator physics, with
a focus on its application in photoinjectors. The charged particle dynamics in the
presence of external electromagnetic fields as well as self-induced forces will be
described. Radio Frequency (RF) technology used for particle acceleration is also
briefly explained. Then, photoinjectors that produce and accelerate relativistic elec-
trons utilizing RF cavities are discussed. The chapter concludes with a discussion
of the application of RF photoinjector as a source in free electron lasers (FELs), as
PITZ is a test facility for Eu-XFEL and FLASH.

2.1 Linear beam dynamics

When a particle beam is generated and accelerated in a linear or circular accelerator,
it is necessary to focus it to keep the beam size finite as well as steer it to keep it
on the nominal trajectory. A group of beam particles, known as bunch, always
has a certain divergence and without proper measures, the bunch would be lost on
the walls of the vacuum chamber. Therefore, external electric or magnetic fields
are required to guide the particles. This phenomena is known as beam optics or
beam dynamics. In our case, the Lorentz force is the only force which acts on the
charged particles (we are neglecting e.g. gravitational forces). The Lorentz force
equation tells us how charged particles interact with the electromagnetic fields. All
the acceleration and guidance of particles in accelerator physics comes from the
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

Lorentz force F⃗L, described by the expression:

F⃗L = e(E⃗ + v⃗ × B⃗). (2.1)

where e is the charge, E⃗ is the electric field, B⃗ is the magnetic field and v⃗ is the
velocity of the particles in the bunch. Lets assume that the particles go along the
longitudinal direction, so their velocity v⃗ = (0, 0, vs) and that the magnetic field
has only transverse component B⃗ = (Bx, By, 0). For a particle moving through
a horizontal plane in a magnetic field, there is a balance between Lorentz force
Fx = −evsBy and the centrifugal force Fr = mv2s/R. Here m is the particle mass
and R is the radius of curvature of the trajectory. Using p = mvs, this balance of
forces leads directly to the relation

1

R(x, y, s)
=
e

p
By(x, y, s). (2.2)

A coordinate system whose origin moves along the ideal trajectory and follows
the longitudinal motion of the particle can be used to describe the motion of an
individual particle. The x and y coordinates measure the transverse displacement
from this trajectory, see Figure 2.1. Since transverse dimensions of the beam are

Figure 2.1: A coordinate system whose origin moves along the ideal trajectory [20].

small compared to the radius of curvature of the particle trajectory, we may expand
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the magnetic field in the vicinity of the nominal trajectory:

By(x) = By0 +
dBy

dx
x+

1

2!

d2By

dx2
x2 +

1

3!

d3By

dx3
x3 + ... (2.3)

Multiplying each side by e/p gives the accordingly normalized magnetic field around
the beam as a sum of multipoles, each of which has a different effect on the path of
the particle.

e

p
By(x) =

e

p
By0 +

e

p

dBy

dx
x+

e

p

1

2!

d2By

dx2
x2 +

e

p

1

3!

d3By

dx3
x3 + ...

=
1

R
+ kx+

1

2!
mx2 +

1

3!
ox3 + ...

=dipole+ quadrupole+ sextupole+ octupole+ ...

(2.4)

When only the two lowest multipoles are considered in the Lorentz force acting on
the beam (and thus limiting the approach to contributions scaling linearly with x
and y),it is called Linear beam optics. Thus the Lorentz force consists of two
contributions only: a constant dipole field which causes a bending of the trajectory
on a circular orbit with curvature 1/R and a quadrupole field which acts like a
focusing or defocusing lens with focal length f = 1/(kL), where L is the length of
the (thin) quadrupole and k is the quadrupole strength. Higher multipoles can be
used to fix or adjust the field in specific cases, e.g., in circular accelerators to correct
chromatic effects.

2.1.1 Equations of motion

In the presence of only s-dependent magnetic fields Bx(s) and By(s) from the dipole
and quadrupole magnets, where s is the particle’s longitudinal coordinate measured
along the design trajectory, x is the horizontal and y is the vertical displacement
from the design trajectory, respectively, one obtains:

Bx(s) = −g(s) · y, (2.5)

By(s) = B0(s)− g(s) · x. (2.6)
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

Here the presence of only a vertical dipole field B0(s) and a quadrupole gradient
g(s) was considered. The equations of motion for a particle in such fields will have
the following form [21].

x′′ −
(
k(s)− 1

R(s)2

)
· x =

1

R(s)
δp, (2.7)

y′′ + k(s) · y = 0, (2.8)

where 1/R(s) = (eB0(s))/p0 is the Larmor radius and k(s) = eg(s)/p0 is the normal-
ized quadrupole gradient along the trajectory, p is the particle’s momentum, p0 the
design reference momentum and the relative momentum deviation δp = (p−p0)/p0.
For particles having the design momentum p = p0, the equations of motion simplify
to:

x′′ +Kx(s) · x = 0, (2.9)

y′′ +Ky(s) · y = 0, (2.10)

where Kx(s) =
1

R(s)2
−k(s) and Ky(s) = k(s). Eq. 2.9 and 2.10 are also called Hill’s

equations of linear transverse particle motion (considering periodic K). A general
solution for Eq. 2.9 for the particle motion in the x-plane can be written in the
form [21].

x(s) =
√
ϵxβx(s) cos(ψ + ψ0), (2.11)

where ϵx is called the horizontal (geometrical) emittance and βx(s) is called the
horizontal beta function. A similar solution can be obtained for Eq. 2.10 [21].
The beta function β(s) is related to the transverse size of the particle beam at the
location s along the nominal beam trajectory and is defined in order to treat the
optics independently from the intrinsic beam properties. The focusing by optical
elements causes an oscillation around the design trajectory - the betatron oscillation,
which advances with ∆ψ, known as the phase advance. ψ0 is the betatron phase at
the initial position, ψ + ψ0 is the betatron phase function at the current s position
and the cosine term reveals that the particles undergo an oscillating motion in
the transverse planes. The phase advance between two points s0 and s1 along the
trajectory can be calculated as the difference ∆ψ between the values of the betatron
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phase function at these two points and expressed as follows [21]:

∆ψ = ψ(s1)− ψ(s0) =
∫ s1

s0

1

β(s)
dz. (2.12)

2.1.2 Transverse emittance and twiss parameters

Each particle of a beam can be represented in the 4-dimensional transverse phase
space by (x, px, y, py) at any point along the beamline. In the case when there is
no coupling between the transverse particle motion, one can split the 4-dimensional
phase space into two independent 2-dimensional phase spaces, (x, px) and (y, py). In
beam physics, it is common to use particle’s angles in the transverse planes and work
in trace space (x, x′) and (y, y′), where x′ = dx/ds and y′ = dy/ds. In the paragraph
that follows, only the 2-dimensional transverse phase space will be considered. 4-
dimensional phase space will be discussed in chapter 4.
The beam transverse, geometric rms emittance ϵ characterizes the volume in the
trace space which is occupied by the beam. Its numerical value, multiplied by π, is
equal to the area occupied by the beam in the trace space.∫

ellipse

dx · dx′ = πϵx, (2.13)

When the statistical rms definitions are used, it is calculated via [22]:

ϵx =
√
⟨x2⟩⟨x′2⟩ − ⟨xx′⟩2, (2.14)

from the second-order beam momenta ⟨x2⟩, ⟨x′2⟩ and ⟨xx′⟩ of the particle distri-
bution. If the beam experiences acceleration during its propagation, the emittance
described according to Eq. 2.14 is not conserved. For such cases the normalized
transverse emittance can be introduced. The normalized rms emittance is defined
as rms transverse emittance multiplied by βγ = p0/mc:

ϵn,x = βγϵx, (2.15)

where β = v/c, v is the particle speed, c is the speed of light, γ = 1/
√

(1− β2) is
the relativistic Lorentz factor and m is the mass of the particle.

9
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Liouville’s theorem states that under the influence of conservative forces the particle
density in the phase space stays constant [21]. The knowledge of the area occupied
by the particles in the phase space at the beginning of a beam transport line allows
to determine the location and distribution of the beam at any other place along
the transport line without the need to calculate the trajectory of every individual
particle. All the particles in the trace space can be represented by an equivalent
ellipse – the trace space ellipse, described by [21]:

γx2 + 2αxx′ + βx′2 = ϵx, (2.16)

where α, β, γ and ϵ are called the Twiss or Courant-Snyder parameters, see Fig-
ure 2.2. They determine the shape and orientation of the ellipse. The following
equations are valid [21]:

γβ − α2 =1,

α(s) = −1

2
β′(s),

(2.17)

The parameters ⟨x2⟩, ⟨x′2⟩ and ⟨xx′⟩ can be calculated by [21]:

⟨x2⟩ =ϵβ,

⟨x′2⟩ =ϵγ,

⟨xx′⟩ =− ϵα,

(2.18)

Figure 2.2: The particle distribution in trace space represented by an ellipse [21].
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Chapter 2. Theoretical Background

2.1.3 Particle trajectories and transfer matrices

The transformation of the particles’ coordinates between two points s0 and s1 along
a trajectory can be expressed by the six-dimensional transport matrix M since we
have reduced the dynamics to a linear system:

x

x′

y

y′

z

δp


s1

=


M1,1 . . . M1,6

... . . . ...
M6,1 . . . M6,6

 ·



x

x′

y

y′

z

δp


s0

, (2.19)

where x, x′, y, y′, z, δp are the particles spatial displacements, angular displacements
and longitudinal relative momentum deviation at the start position s0 and at the
end position s1. The matrix M is the transport matrix between the start and the
end position. In the absence of correlation between the x− y transverse motion as
well as between the transverse and the longitudinal motion, the particles’ spatial
coordinates and divergences can be described separately for each plane with a two-
dimensional transport matrix (similar for y and z):[

x

x′

]
s1

=

[
M1,1 M1,2

M2,1 M2,2

]
·

[
x

x′

]
s0

. (2.20)

If the optical functions at the start and end positions are know (and as well the
phase advance between these two points), the transport matrix can be expressed in
terms of these parameters which is called the Twiss representation of the transfer
matrix or in short the Twiss matrix ( [21] p. 170).

M =

[
β1

β0
(cos∆ψ + α0 sin∆ψ) β1β0 sin∆ψ

α0−α1√
β1β0

cos∆ψ − 1+α1α0√
β1β0

sin∆ψ) β0

β1
(cos∆ψ + α0 sin∆ψ)

]
, (2.21)

where α0, α1, β0 and β1 are the Twiss parameters at the beginning and at the end
points, respectively, ∆ψ is phase advance of the betatron function between start
and end points.
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For a drift space, the two-dimensional transport matrix is defined as:

Md =

[
1 ld

0 1

]
, (2.22)

where ld is the drift length.
For an ideal focusing quadrupole magnet (hard-edge model without the fringe fields)
the transport matrix has the form [21]:

Mqf =

[
cosφ 1√

k sinφ

−
√
k sinφ cosφ

]
, (2.23)

and for an ideal defocusing quadrupole magnet:

Mqdf =

[
coshφ 1√

k sinhφ√
k sinhφ coshφ

]
, (2.24)

where k is the quadrupole strength k = eg/p, e is the particle charge, g is the
quadrupole gradient, p is the particle momentum and φ = leff

√
k. leff is the

effective length of the quadrupole magnet. If the thin-lens model of the quadrupole
is assumed, the transfer matrix can be given by:[

x

x′

]
s2

=

[
1 ld

0 1

]
·

[
1 0

−klq 1

][
x

x′

]
s1

=

[
1− klqld ld

−klq 1

][
x

x′

]
s1

. (2.25)

Besides the particles’ transverse coordinates and divergences, the transport matrix
for dipole magnets should include the relative momentum deviation δp = ∆p/p0

from the design reference particle momentum p0: xx′
δp


s1

=

M1,1 M1,2 M1,3

M2,1 M2,2 M2,3

M3,1 M3,2 M3,3

 ·
 xx′
δp


s0

. (2.26)

In the deflecting plane of a pure sector magnet with bending angle θ, bending radius
ρ and constant bending field along the beam trajectory, the transport matrix has
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the following form (see [21]):

Mx =

 cos θ ρ sin θ ρ(1− cos θ)

−1
ρ
sin θ cos θ sin θ

0 0 1

 . (2.27)

The direction of bending is negative with respect to the x axis. For the opposite
direction of bending, coinciding with the x axis, this matrix can be calculated from
Eq. 2.27 by changing the sign of θ and ρ :

M ′
x =

 cos θ ρ sin θ −ρ(1− cos θ)

−1
ρ
sin θ cos θ − sin θ

0 0 1

 . (2.28)

In the nondeflecting plane, the sector magnet behaves like a drift space with length
l = ρ · θ:

My =

1 l 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 . (2.29)

In the case of a sector magnet and a drift space with length L downstream the
magnet, the resulting transport matrix in the deflecting plane can be calculated as
a product of the magnet matrix and the drift matrix:

M =

1 L 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 ·
 cos θ ρ sin θ ρ(1− cos θ)

−1
ρ
sin θ cos θ sin θ

0 0 1

 . (2.30)

Knowing the initial particle coordinates x0, divergences x′0 and relative momentum
δp one can calculate the particle transverse coordinates x downstream the dipole
and the drift space:

x = x0(cos θ −
L

ρ
sin θ) + x′0(L cos θ + ρ sin θ) + δp ·D, (2.31)
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where,
D = L sin θ + ρ(1− cos θ), (2.32)

is the dispersion downstream the drift space. Eq. 2.31 shows that a particle trans-
verse coordinate on a screen has a linear dependence on its momentum. This gives
the possibility to perform measurements of the beam momentum and momentum
distribution by measuring the beam transverse projection on a screen downstream
a dipole magnet.

2.2 Beam dynamics with space charge

The particle motion described by the Lorentz force in Eq. 2.1 does not take beam
current into account. However, in reality the beam current is a source of self-
induced electromagnetic fields and affects the beam dynamics. These self-fields are
categorized into space charge fields [23] and wakefields [24]. Space charge forces are
generated by a continuum of charge distribution over a region of space (volume or
area). For the purpose of understanding, the space charge force in an electron beam
can be considered as an external force Fsc. It can be categorized into linear and
non-linear terms based on the displacement from the beam axis. The linear space
charge term typically causes the beam to defocus and increases its size, while the
non-linear space charge term distorts the phase-space distribution and increases the
rms beam emittance.
To calculate the space charge forces in a beam moving with velocity v = βc along
the z direction, one can consider a perfectly conducting smooth round pipe. The
transverse fields produced by an ultra-relativistic charge inside the pipe are identical
to those in free space due to symmetry and relativistic effects. Therefore, the total
force acting on a charge inside the beam with uniform radial distribution and a
longitudinal linear density λ(z) is given by:

Fsc = e(Er − βcBΦ) = q(1− β2)Er =
q

γ2
λ(z)

2πϵ0

r

a2
. (2.33)
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Figure 2.3: Transverse defocusing forces produced by space charge for (left) uniform
(right) Gaussian distribution. Taken from [23].

If the electron bunch generated has a transverse and temporal Gaussian distribution,
one can consider the following distribution:

ρ(r, z) =
e

(2π)3/2σzσ2
r

e
−z2

2σ2
z
− r2

2σ2
r . (2.34)

In this case, the expression for the space charge is modified to:

Fsc =
e

(2π)3/2ϵ0γ2
Q

σz
e
− z2

2σ2
z

1− e
−r2

2σ2
r

r

 . (2.35)

Eq. 2.35 shows that the radially defocusing space charge force Fsc of such a charge
distribution is non-linear in r, while also changing along the longitudinal position z.
The amplitude of the space charge forces is suppressed for increasing beam energy
with ∝ γ−2. Therefore, space charge effects degrade the beam stronger at lower
energies and are of less concern at high energies. Figure 2.3 shows comparison
between transverse defocusing fields.

Space charge effects on beam

Direct space charge effects in a linear accelerator can cause significant longitudinal-
transverse correlations of the bunch parameters. This can lead to a mismatch with
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the focusing and accelerating devices, resulting in a projected emittance growth and
energy spread increase. The transverse dynamics of a beam characterized by an rms
envelope σ can be described under the paraxial ray approximation, i.e., px <<< pz,
by the rms envelope equation for an axisymmetric beam [23]

σ′′ +
γ′

γ
σ′′ + k2extσ =

Ksc

γ3σ
+
ϵ2n,th
γ2σ3

. (2.36)

There are three terms on the left hand side of Eq. 2.36. The first term corresponds
to the change in the slope of the beam envelope, the second term causes damping
of the envelope oscillation due to acceleration where γ′ = eEacc/mc

2, Eacc being the
accelerating field, and the third term corresponds to the linear external focusing
forces, e.g., by a solenoid. The right hand side of the Eq. 2.36 is a combination of
two terms. The first one corresponds to the space charge defocusing effect where
Ksc = Î/2IA is the beam perveance, Î being the peak current and IA ≈ 17 kA
being the Alfven current. The second term describes the internal pressure due to
emittance where ϵn,th = (m0c)

−1
√
⟨x2⟩⟨p2x⟩ is the transverse normalized thermal

RMS emittance at the source.
When the space charge term is dominant, the beam particle trajectories do not cross
each other, and beam transport requires careful tuning of focusing elements. This
causes correlated emittance growth which can be made reversible only if proper beam
matching is done. When the ratio of space charge and emittance terms is nearly
unity, the beam is emittance dominated and therefore, the space charge effects can
be neglected. The beam energy at which the beam transits from the space charge
dominated regime to the emittance dominated is called transition energy [23],

γtr =
Î

2IA

σ2

ϵ2n
. (2.37)

For linac-driven free electron lasers where bunch compressors are used to increase
the peak current in the beamline, the transitional energy is changed.
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2.3 Accelerating structures for Linacs

An RF electric field gives energy to the beam in every RF accelerator [22]. The
beam and the field have to be in sync for the energy transfer to last. Pulsed power
tubes like klystrons supply the RF power. It often goes into the linac structure as
TE10 mode in a rectangular waveguide which joins the cylindrical TM01 mode cavity
perpendicularly. In order to have acceleration, the phase velocity vϕ = wλz/2π of the
wave must match the velocity of the particles. For a relativistic beam, a structure
is loaded with iris-shaped sheets at a constant separation in the waveguide, known
as disc-loaded structures. The RF power can be coupled into the cavity either by
loop coupling or slot coupling. The total acceleration of the whole structure can be
calculated by multiplying the acceleration of one cell by the total number of cells.
Linac structures can be operated using both travelling wave and standing wave,
depending whether the structure is closed by a reflection-free boundary or not. The
irises form a periodic structure within the cavity, allowing loss-free propagation only
if the wavelength is an integer multiple of the iris separation d, namely, λz = pd,
where p = 1, 2, 3, .... These fixed wave configurations are also called modes. In
principle there are arbitrarily many modes, but only the following three are usually
used for acceleration.

kzd =


π (πmode i.e. λz = 2d)if p = 2
2π
3

(2π/3mode i.e. λz = 3d)if p = 3
π
2

(π/2mode i.e. λz = 4d)if p = 4

Particle acceleration in an RF cavity

Energy can be transferred to a particle in a resonant RF cavity. The amplitude of
the electric field on the axis of a standing wave structure at a specific time varies
with the longitudinal coordinate along the structure. This field oscillates in time
according to the harmonic law:

Ez(z, t) = E0(z) cos(ωt+ Φ), (2.38)
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where Ez(z, t) is the longitudinal electric field on the axis of the structure, E0(z) is
the electric field amplitude as a function of the longitudinal coordinate, ω = 2πf ,
where f is the RF frequency, t is the time and Φ is the initial RF phase of the
structure when a particle enters it. Here it is assumed that the structure consists
of several identical cells, so E0(z) is a periodic function. Therefore, to have the
most efficient acceleration, the time of flight of the particle through one cell should
be equal to the half period of the RF. The single cut disk cell of a PITZ booster
accelerating cavity is shown in Fig. 2.4. The structure consists of 14 cells, operating
in 2π/3 mode. Fig. 2.4 (right) shows the electric field distribution along the whole
structure.

Figure 2.4: (left)Single cell structure (right) Electric field variation along booster.

Another important fact is the RF phase focusing in the design of all accelerators.
The energy transferred to the particles depends on the amplitude as well as nominal
phase, lets say, Φ0. In case of multiple cells, a slight deviation from the nominal
accelerating voltage can result in a phase shift relative to the RF voltage and loss
of synchronization of particles. The trick is not to use Φ0 = π/2, but slightly less
value. In this way if a particle has gained too much energy in the preceding stage and
arrives earlier, it sees an average RF phase Φ = Φ0−∆Φ and is accelerated below the
ideal voltage. Therefore it gets less energy and returns to the nominal voltage. The
opposite happens to the particles whose energy is low. Thus all particles oscillate
about the nominal phase Φ0.
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2.4 RF photo injectors

Since now we have the knowledge of beam dynamics as well as the RF systems,
we can utilize it to introduce the RF photo injectors. A photo injector is a source
of electrons for short wavelength light sources like high gain free electron lasers or
energy recovery linacs. It is used to generate and accelerate electrons to relativistic
energies. The design and development of a photo injector depends upon the appli-
cation.
A photo injector consists of an electron gun which may use DC (direct current)
or RF (radio frequency) fields to accelerate the electrons. In case of a DC source,
a ceramic insulation is required between a cathode and an anode to avoid corona
discharge. Therefore, the electrons can be accelerated within the gun upto 350 keV.
Nowadays, RF source based electron guns can have a cavity that is either normal
conducting (NC) made of copper or super conducting (SRF) made of niobium. Both
of them can sustain high electric field gradients and therefore, accelerate the elec-
tron beam to a few MeVs.
Electrons can be emitted from the cathode with the desired time structure and fre-
quency. They can be released either by a thermionic emission where the cathode is
heated to emit electrons or by photoemission where a drive laser gates the emission
of electrons from the cathode. A photocathode can either be a metal e.g. copper,
magnesium, e.t.c. or a semiconductor e.g., cesiated antimonide or telluride. Since
the semiconductor photocathodes have high quantum efficiency (ratio of number
of electrons to incident number of photons) with low work function (the minimum
quantity of energy required to remove an electron from the surface of the cath-
ode), they are the preferred choice in a photoinjector. Generally, the demand of
a light source facility is to maximize the single bunch brightness, which means to
concentrate a maximum of charge in the smallest possible 6D phase space volume.
Assuming there is no significant coupling between the transverse phase spaces, and
the transverse and the longitudinal phase spaces, the beam brightness B is expressed
as:

B =
Q

ϵn,xϵn,yϵn,z
, (2.39)

where Q is the charge, and ϵn,µ ∈ {x, y, z} are the normalized emittances.
There are many factors that contribute to the total transverse emittance ϵtot of the
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beam and thus deteriorate the quality of the beam. For example, when the laser
shines on the photocathode, the electron energies are in the eV range. At this
point, the transverse beam emittance is given by the thermal emittance ϵth, which
is defined by the cathode properties, the laser wavelength and the beam spot size
on the photocathode. As the electron cloud is extracted, it experiences repulsive
space charge forces that degrade the phase space, and thus the beam goes into
space charge dominated regime with emittance ϵSC . Then, there is also RF-induced
emittance growth ϵRF specially for long pulses. Thus, the total emittance can be
expressed by:

ϵtot =
√
ϵ2th + ϵ2SC + ϵ2RF . (2.40)

One of the advantage of RF based guns is that the cathode is present at the high gra-
dient region so the beam exits already at a few MeVs, reducing the effect of space
charge forces. Inspite of that, if the charge is high, the beam stays in the space
charge dominated regime at the exit of the gun that not only defocuses the beam
but also causes different time slices within the beam to expand at different rates.
Typically, a solenoid is present around the RF gun to suppress the space charge
induced emittance growth. One has to then tune the solenoid current to overlap
the slices in the phase space to obtain the minimum possible projected emittance
(transverse emittance of the whole particle bunch). Figure 2.5 shows the profile of a
1.6 cell L band RF cavity along with RF generated E⃗ field and solenoid generated B⃗
field. Figure 2.6 shows an electron bunch consisting of 5 slices that expand radially
at different rates. The emittance of the individual slices contribute to the projected
emittance.
The emittance growth compensation using solenoid only works for linear defocusing
forces. For the non-linear defocusing space charge forces, the regime of laser shap-
ing techniques has been explored. The laser can be adjusted to have a transverse
Gaussian or a truncated transverse Gaussian shape as well as a temporal Gaussian
or a flat top shape [20]. Also, of particular importance is the central slice emittance
(transverse emittance of a short, longitudinal disc of the bunch) as it contributes
the most to the lasing process in free electron lasers [20].
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Figure 2.5: Field distribution along a 1.6 cell normal conducting photo injector. The
blue solid line shows the electric field of the gun and the green dashed line shows
the magnetic field distribution of the solenoid [17].

Figure 2.6: (left) Bunch with 5 slices expanding radially at different rates. (right)
Slice emittance comes from phase space ellipses of individual slices. Together they
contribute to the projected emittance.
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Free electron lasers

The application of high brightness photo injectors for Free Electron Lasers (FELs) is
crucial in the accelerator community, owing to their utilization to investigate matter
at their length and time scales [1]. In the last years, the main focus has been on
maximizing the electron beam brightness, i.e. the number of charged particles per
unit volume in the six-dimensional phase space of the beam. Such high brightness
electron beams serve for the production of high intensity, high brilliance synchrotron
and FEL light.
Basically, in an FEL, the magnetic field of the undulator magnet causes the electrons
to oscillate transversely and at period λu. These oscillations induce micro-bunching
on a scale of λr, which causes electrons within the micro-bunch to radiate coherently
at the resonant wavelength. The expression for λr is give by [6]:

λr =
λu
2γ2

(
1 +

K2

2
+ γ2ϕ2

)
, (2.41)

where λu is the period length of the undulator magnet, γ is the relativistic Lorentz
factor, ϕ the observation angle w.r.t. the beam axis and K is the undulator param-
eter:

K =
eBλu
2πmec

, (2.42)

where B is the peak magnetic field, me and e are the mass and the charge of the
electron, and c is the speed of light. Figure 2.7 shows the schematics of an undualtor
with an electron beam passing through.
The FEL power gain length LG is the length needed for exponential growth rate in
the radiation power. In the one-dimensional (1D) model which assumes that the
electron beam has a uniform transverse spatial distribution with zero emittance and
energy spread, the power gain length can be expressed as follows [6]:

LG0 =
1

4π
√
3
· λu
ρFEL

, (2.43)

where ρFEL is the FEL or Pierce parameter:

ρFEL ∝
I1/3

γ · σ2/3
t

, (2.44)
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Figure 2.7: Schematic view of a planar hybrid undulator magnet with alternating
polarity of the magnetic field and of the sine-like trajectory of the electrons [6].

where I is the peak current of the electron beam, and σt its transverse beam size:

σt =
√
σxσy. (2.45)

In the 1D approximation, the FEL saturation radiation power is about ρFEL times
the eletron beam power. The relative bandwidth at saturation is approx. ρFEL.

Psat ≈ ρFEL · Pbeam. (2.46)

Taking into account that the electron current is inversely proportional to the lon-
gitudinal beam size (i.e. I ≈ σ−1

l ), a crucial parameter for the FEL process is the
electron beam density in the 3-dimensional space. We can define the total size of
the electron beam σ3D as:

σ3D = (σlσxσy)
1
3 . (2.47)

From the above relations, one can conclude that ρFEL ∝ σ−1
3D, i.e., smaller the beam

size, shorter the relative bandwidth and better the FEL performance [25]. Hence, to
have high FEL gain, the beam should have small transverse and longitudinal sizes,
small divergence and energy spread and high peak current. In order to achieve this,
it is important to do proper beam diagnostics to be able to tune and characterize
the beam.
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Photoinjector Test Facility at DESY in
Zeuthen

The Photo Injector Test facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ) was built in 2000-
2002 [26] to develop, condition, and characterize the high brightness electron sources
for high gain free-electron lasers (FELs), such as Free electron LASer in Hamburg
(FLASH) and the European XFEL in Hamburg [13]. The domain of PITZ research
also includes photo cathode laser shaping to reduce emittance [27,28], slice emittance
characterization [20], slice energy spread measurements, [18] and photo cathode de-
velopments e.g. green cathodes [29]. Apart from the basic research, there have also
been research activities on applications of high brightness injectors, such as the in-
vestigation of plasma wakefield acceleration [30,31] and tests of electron diffraction
experiments [32]. Recently, PITZ successfully performed proof-of-principle studies
of accelerator-based terahertz radiation [33,34] and has now embarked to carry out
research in state-of-the-art cancer radiation therapy with ultra-high dose rates [15].
Therefore, PITZ has a flexible parameter space to support a wide range of research
activities. This chapter will give an overview of the major components of the facility
and its diagnostic devices.
Figure 3.1 shows the schematics of the PITZ beamline. The main components of
the PITZ setup are a photocathode laser system, an RF photo-electron gun and a
post-accelerating cavity, the Cut Disk Structure (CDS) – also called booster cavity.
There are also many diagnostic devices installed in the beamline for detailed electron
beam characterization. Faraday cups and Integrated Current Transformers (ICTs)
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are used for bunch charge measurements and scintillating screens are used for beam
transverse position and transverse distribution measurements. The transverse phase
space is measured using a slit scan technique at three different locations downstream
the booster cavity. A phase space tomography module is also installed that can si-
multaneously restore the horizontal and vertical transverse planes in contrast to
the slit scan technique. A low-energy spectrometer (Low Energy Dispersive Arm –
LEDA) and two high-energy spectrometers (High Energy Dispersive Arm – HEDA1
and HEDA2) are used for momentum characterization of the electron bunches af-
ter the gun and booster, respectively. The Transverse Deflecting Structure (TDS)
enables bunch length measurement as well as slice emittance measurement of the
electron bunches and is an adequate tool for high-resolution longitudinal phase space
measurements downstream the booster. Phase space tomography is also performed
to reconstruct the longitudinal phase space after the gun with the existing set up.
Steering magnets together with Beam Position Monitors (BPMs) allow for realizing
the proper beam trajectory along the entire beamline. Quadrupole magnets are
used for controlled beam transport and enable beam focusing for measurements.
PITZ beamline was extended to perform proof-of-principle Tera Hertz (THz) ex-
periments. The beamline now extends over two tunnels that can be operated in-
dependently. An undulator along with related diagnostics (pyrodetectors, coherent
transition radiation detection screen, e.t.c.) and a beam dump is installed in Tunnel
2 to generate and measure THz radiation. Furthermore, to improve the pulse energy
of the THz radiation, a bunch compressor is installed in Tunnel 1. Another recent
upgrade is the radiation biology beamline. At the entrance of Tunnel 2, a switchyard
magnet is installed to bend the beam and perform irradiation of biological samples.

3.1 Main components of PITZ beamline

The section will explain the main components that constitute the PITZ beamline.

3.1.1 Photocathode laser

Electron bunches are generated from the photocathode when laser light is incident
on the cathode surface. A flexible laser setup is required at PITZ in order to
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Figure 3.1: Layout of the PITZ facility. Electron bunches are generated in the RF
gun by a photocathode laser and travel from left to right.

achieve the desirable laser pulse shape, pulse repetition rate, and power, required
for the wide parameter range. The customized laser developed at the Max-Born-
Institute (MBI) [35] was installed at PITZ in summer 2008 with the aim to achieve
reduction in emittance [36] and achieve advanced pulse shaping. Because of the
aging of its components, it has been replaced in 2023 with a new laser built at
Hamburg. The PITZ facility also has another photocathode laser system based on
a commercial 20W front-end laser (PHAROS) [37]. Both laser systems are located
in the same room and can be swapped by moving in a mirror. The laser beamline
is approximately 25m-long starting from the laser room exit, going all the way
through the shaft into the tunnel at the photocathode location. It is split into two
parts; the first part realizes an imaging of the laser pulses from the laser system onto
the Beam Shaping Aperture (BSA) with a proper magnification so that the BSA
cuts out the central part of the magnified transverse distribution and the second
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part of the laser transport system provides an imaging onto the photocathode with
unit magnification. The transverse laser spot size on the cathode can be varied
by choosing BSAs with different diameters. A laser trolley is placed next to the
photocathode area for laser pulse diagnostics. A UV camera is placed to measure
the laser transverse profile and a Ultra Violet (UV) energy meter is used to measure
the laser pulse energy. Since the measurements for this thesis were taken with the
MBI laser, it will be explained in a bit more detail in the following subsection.

MBI laser

The MBI laser [35] can generate the desired trains of longitudinally shaped picosec-
ond UV pulses. It consists of an infrared laser oscillator with a repetition rate of
54MHz and a Gaussian profile of 0.7 ps FWHM. A pockels cell is used to downsam-
ple it to 1MHz to synchronize it to the RF master oscillator of the linear accelerator.
This is followed by a pulse shaper which consists of 13 birefringent crystals. Each
of the crystals splits the incoming laser pulse into two pulses, which are slightly
shifted temporally due to the birefringence. This setup allows to create laser pulses
with a flattop distribution with FWHM pulse length up to 24 ps. For short pulses,
for example, 1.5 ps, it can be bypassed. After this stage, the laser pulse power is
increased in two amplifier stages. A wavelength converter then converts the infrared
laser pulses of the laser to the ultraviolet (fourth harmonics) i.e. the laser pulses are
converted from a wavelength of 1030 nm to 515 nm in a LBO crystal and then down
to 257.5 nm in a BBO crystal. The second non-linear crystal is succeeded by a half
wave plate with a birefringent crystal, which separates the polarizations spatially,
which is used as an attenuator. The MBI laser is also equipped with an optical sam-
pling system (OSS). OSS cross-correlates the short Infra Red (IR) laser pulses from
the oscillator with the shaped UV pulses, allowing measurements of the temporal
laser profile. Figure 3.2 gives an overview of different stages of amplifier [38].
Additionally, MBI can also produce modulated laser pulses by special tuning of the
Lyot filter in the regenerative amplifier section. The temporal intensity profile of
the generated infrared (IR) pulses can be modeled as [39]:

IIR(t) = G(t, σ) (1 + sin(2πft)) , (3.1)
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where IIR is the IR pulse intensity at time t, f is the beating frequency, G(t, σ) is
a Gaussian envelope with RMS duration σ. The intensity profile after conversion
into UV is IUV (t) ∝ I4IR(t).

Figure 3.2: Overview of the MBI laser system. The laser is synchronized to produce
electron bunches. The pulses are shaped and converted to UV before sending to the
photocathode [38].

3.1.2 Electron source

A normal conducting 1.6 cell standing-wave gun cavity operating at 1.3GHz (L-
band) is used to accelerate electron bunches up to 6.5MeV/c at PITZ [40]. A
high Quantum Efficiency (QE) Cs2Te semiconductor cathode is used to generate a
high bunch charge at MHz repetition rate after illumination with a UV laser pulse.
Electrons bunches are created as a result of the photoemission process. The gun is
fed by a 10 MW klystron and can operate at a 10Hz repetition rate with a 650µs RF
pulse length. Within each RF pulse, a peak RF power of about 6.5MW is supplied
to the cavity, achieving an electric field strength of approximately 60MV/m at the
photocathode. The cavity is surrounded by two solenoid magnets; a main solenoid
magnet located at the extraction side of the cavity is used to focus the beam and a
bucking solenoid located behind the gun cavity is used to compensate the magnetic
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field of the main solenoid on the cathode surface. A 3D model of the PITZ electron
source is presented in Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.3: 3D model of PITZ RF gun. The electrons are emitted from the photo-
cathode (grey), which is located at the back wall of the half cell. The RF power is
coupled into the gun cavity through the doorknob-type coaxial coupler. The cavity
is surrounded by the main and bucking solenoid magnets [41].

3.1.3 Accelerating structure

To further increase the electron beam energy, a normal-conducting cut-disk structure
(CDS) is used at PITZ [42]. It was designed by the Institute for Nuclear Research in
Troitsk, Russia and built by DESY, Hamburg. It is a standing wave cavity with 14
cells and operates at a frequency of 1.3 GHz. The RF pulses can have a maximum
duration up to 900 µs with a 10Hz repetition rate. It has a maximum gradient of
14MeV/m and can accelerate the electron beam up to 25 MeV/c. A 3D model of
the PITZ CDS booster cavity is presented in Fig. 3.4.

3.1.4 Applications of PITZ beam

Tunnel 2 contains beamline components that allow applications of the high bright-
ness PITZ beam, generated and accelerated in tunnel 1. The overview of these
beamlines is given in this subsection:
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Figure 3.4: 3D model of booster at PITZ. The beam propagates from left to right
[17].

Terahertz beamline

The European XFEL has planned to perform Terahertz (THz) pump–X-ray probe
experiments at 4.5MHz bunch repetition rate for users. Therefore, developments
of a prototype for a high-power, tunable, accelerator-based THz source are also
ongoing at PITZ [33, 34]. The THz beamline has been installed as an extension
of the existing PITZ linac in the tunnel annex, see Figure 3.5. A planar LCLS-I
undulator (module L143-112000-26 on-loan from SLAC) is used to generate the THz
radiation from a Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission (SASE) FEL. The undulator
parameters require an electron beam energy around 17MeV for the centre radiation
wavelength of 100 µm. Untill now, a single pulse energy of up to 80µJ has been
demonstrated experimentally. High radiation power can be achieved by utilizing
high charge (up to several nC) electron bunches from the PITZ RF photogun.

Radiation biology beamline

A research and development platform for electron radiation therapy and radiation
biology is under development at PITZ (FLASHlab at PITZ) [15]. This platform is
based on the unique beam parameters available at PITZ: ps scale electron bunches
of up to 22MeV energy with up to 5 nC bunch charge at MHz bunch repetition rate
in bunch trains of up to 1ms length repeating at 1 to 10Hz. A startup beamline has
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Figure 3.5: Undulator installed in the tunnel annex. The beam comes from left to
right and after lasing, is sent to the beam dump.

been installed to allow dosimetry studies and irradiation experiments on chemical,
biochemical and biological samples and cell cultures after a 60° dispersive arm.
Figure 3.6 shows the current setup in the beamline. The measured dose and dose
rates under different beam conditions are being carried out. In addition, a dedicated
beamline has been designed for better control of the high brightness electron beams.
This includes a dogleg to translate the beam and a 2D kicker system to scan the
tiny beam focused by quadrupoles across the samples within less than 1ms.

Figure 3.6: Current radiation biology setup at PITZ. The electron beam comes from
left to right in the second tunnel and is bent 60° by a switchyard magnet towards
samples.
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3.2 Diagnostics at PITZ

The diagnostics used in a beamline depends upon the beam parameters and the
beam properties to be measured. This section describes the main diagnostic equip-
ment installed at PITZ.

3.2.1 Screen stations

A number of screen stations are present along the beamline for the measurement
of the transverse beam position and distribution. The beam profile is translated to
a light signal which is imaged onto a CCD camera chip. The screen material used
at PITZ are inorganic cerium-doped ytterbium aluminium garnet (YAG) powder
screens, and cerium-doped lutetium yttrium orthosilicate (LYSO) screens [43]. They
are placed at 90° with respect to the direction of the beam propagation. Behind the
screen, a mirror on a silicon substrate behind is used to reflect the light emitted from
the screen to a CCD camera. The optical readout system for each screen includes
at least the following components: the screen, the mirror, the lens, an aperture and
the CCD camera. Usually two lenses for each screen can be used: the first, to see
the whole screen, and the second, to have a zoomed image of the central part of the
screen. Figure 3.7 shows a typical screen station setup.
The spatial resolution for the transverse beam size measurements will be limited
by the alignment of the optical readout system, lens imperfections, aperture size,
and pixel size of the CCD camera. In order to determine the magnification between
the screen image and the camera image accurately, a mirror can be inserted into
the optical beam path, to image a calibration grid with known size onto the camera
chip. The calibration grid has the same distance to the imaging optics as the screen.
In order to suppress the imaging distortions based on spherical aberration, an iris
is installed before the lens. Increasing the size of the iris opening gives better signal
but worse signal resolution. Another source of imaging imperfections is chromatic
aberration. Since the light emitted from scintillators has a narrow spectrum, the
setup’s chromatic aberrations are negligible.
The cameras used at PITZ are a 12-bit CCD Prosilica GC 1350 from Allied Vision
Technologies GmbH [44]. This type of camera has an array of 1360 × 1024 pixel,
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the screen stations at PITZ. Adapted from [20].

each with a size of 4.65µm × 4.65 µm. Additionally, the camera can be operated
in a 2 × 2-binned mode, in which four pixels are merged to a single macro pixel,
reducing the spatial resolution but improving the signal-to-noise ratio. The camera
is triggered and read out at 10Hz with a minimal exposure time of 10 µs, supporting
the bunch pattern at PITZ.

3.2.2 Slit stations

The PITZ beamline is equipped with three slit-scan stations, namely Emittance
Measurement SYstem (EMSY), to measure transverse phase space [16, 17]. They
were designed in a collaboration of DESY and the Institute for Nuclear Research
and Nuclear Energy in Sofia [45]. The slit stations are equipped with both vertical
and horizontal actuators, which are moved precisely with stepper motors. Each
actuator has a multi slit, two single slits (with 10 µm and 50 µm wide opening), and
a screen installed, see Figure 3.8.
The purpose of the slit mask is to scatter the residual electrons from the beam so
that they do not affect the beamlet propagation. The ideal thickness of the slit
mask is a trade-off between the need to scatter electrons that do not pass through
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the slit and the acceptance of the slit. Tungsten was chosen as the primary material
for the slit due to its high atomic number, which implies a short radiation length
of 0.35 cm, and its ability to withstand high thermal loads. Therefore, slit masks
made of 1 mm-thick tungsten were used [16]. The 10 µm-slit allows to measure the
projected emittance with a higher resolution which results in reduced space charge
effects in the beamlets and thus a smaller systematic error. The 50 µm slit allows
the transmission of more electrons, leading to a higher signal-to-noise ratio on the
observation screen. This has relatively higher systematic errors in the beamlets. To
maximise the number of electrons passing through the slit opening, the yaw and
pitch angle of the whole station can also be tuned. Besides the slit masks, the
slit stations are also equipped with scintillator screens and simultaneously serve as
screen stations. A detailed description of the transverse phase space measurement
via slit station will be be in chapter 4.

Figure 3.8: EMSY station consisting of a 10 µm and 50 µm wide slit, multi-slit, a
YAG and a LYSO screen on horizontal and vertical actuator respectively [17].
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3.2.3 Dipole stations

Currently, the PITZ beamline has six dipole stations that can be used for momentum
measurements. In the tunnel 1, there is one to measure the beam momentum after
the gun, namely, Low Energy Dispersive Arm (LEDA), and two for measuring the
beam momentum after the booster, namely High Energy Dispersive Arm 1 and 2
(HEDA1 and HEDA2), respectively. There is also one installed after the bunch
compressor and currently serves to bend the beam towards the beam dump when
there is access in tunnel 2. In the second tunnel, there is a dipole magnet at the start
of the beamline, known as switchyard, that can be used to bend the electron beam
60° towards the radiation biology beamline. The last dipole station is installed at
the end of THz beamline to bend the beam away from the THz diagnostic station,
towards the beam dump. This section will describe the LEDA and HEDA1 dipole
stations only, since they were used in the thesis work. More detail will follow in
chapter 5.

Low energy dispersive arm

The Low Energy Dispersive Arm (LEDA) located about 1.1m downstream the elec-
tron gun consists of a 60° dipole magnet and a screen station, see Figure 3.9. It is
used for the measurement of the beam momentum distribution with a mean momen-
tum up to 7MeV/c. The momentum distribution is measured as a vertical profile
of the beam on the observation screen, namely Disp1.Scr1. The beam is focused
vertically by the main solenoid for the best resolution by minimizing the effect of
the transverse distribution. The schematics are shown in Figure 3.9.

High energy dispersive arm 1

The first High Energy Dispersive Arm (HEDA1) located about 8m downstream the
electron gun, consists of a 180° vertical dipole magnet, see Figure 3.10. It is designed
for the measurement of the beam momentum up to 40MeV/c [46]. The momentum
distribution is measured as a vertical profile of the beam on the observation screen
Disp2.Scr1. A reference screen, High1.Scr5, and quadrupole magnets upstream the
dipole can be used to optimize the transverse beam size and orbit for the best
momentum resolution [19,47].
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Figure 3.9: LEDA momentum measurement setup. The beam propagates from left
to right. The main solenoid focuses the beam on Disp1.Scr1 where the momentum
distribution is measured as a vertical profile of the beam.

3.2.4 Transverse deflecting structure

A transverse Deflecting Structure (TDS) deflects the particles of the beam trans-
versely with respect to their design trajectories. It is widely used for the character-
ization of the electron bunch longitudinal profile, longitudinal phase space [48, 49]
and even bunch transverse slice emittance [20]. The first iris-loaded RF deflecting
structure was built at SLAC in the 1960’s for particle separation and called LOLA
for the first letters in the names of its inventors. TDS for PITZ was designed and
manufactured by the Institute for Nuclear Research (INR, Troitsk, Russia) as a pro-
totype of the TDS cavity for the European XFEL injector [50]. Operation principle
of TDS is based on the fact that the particles get a time dependent perpendicular
kick, which translates to a transverse offset on a downstream screen.

y = S · z. (3.2)

Here, y is the the transverse particle offset, z is the longitudinal particle coordinate
w.r.t. the longitudinal beam centroid and S is the TDS shear parameter. More
information on the working principle with detailed illustrations can be found in
references [19, 20] and references therein. Figure 3.11 shows the shearing principle
of TDS.
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Figure 3.10: HEDA1 momentum measurement setup. The beam propagates from
left to right. A set of quadrupoles is used to focus the beam on High1.Scr5 and the
momentum distribution is measured as a vertical profile of the beam on Disp2.Scr1.

Figure 3.11: TDS kicks the particles depending on their longitudinal position. This
appears as a transverse offset on a downstream screen [20].

3.2.5 Magnets

The PITZ beamline has many magnets to manipulate, control and focus/defocus
the beam. This includes solenoid magnets, quadrupoles and steerers. Steerers were
used both after the gun and the booster to guide the beam on the ideal trajec-
tory. Quadrupoles were used to focus the beam to improve the measurements for
the scope of this thesis work. Downstream the booster, there are several Danfysik
quadrupole magnets [51]. They have an effective length of almost 40mm and can
reach a magnetic field gradient of up to 8.4 T/m. The longitudinal field profile of
a quadrupole magnet is shown in Figure 3.12. Apart from them, there are also
quadrupoles present around the gun cavity that are used to make the beam sym-
metric [52]. A more detailed description is present in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.12: Longitudinal field map of one of the quadrupole magnets used at PITZ,
measured at a radius of 16 mm [20].

3.3 Summary of e-beams at PITZ

Since PITZ is a test facility, it has a wide parameter space. The bunch charge varies
from 5pC to 5 nC and the beam energy can range from 17MeV/c to 22MeV/c.
This depends upon the requirements of the measurement program, e.g., THz gener-
ation requires high charge, >2 nC and energy around 17 MeV/c [33]. For emittance
measurement, the nominal beam energy after the gun and booster is kept around
6.3MeV/c and 19.3MeV/c, respectively. The bunch charge used is 250 pC since this
is the working point of Eu-XFEL [40]. The typical beam size at the cathode is
around 0.25mm and the laser pulse length is kept around 6.6 ps FWHM, which was
also kept for this thesis work. The emittance values for such a beam are generally
less than 1 µmrad. Since the electron beam at PITZ has high beam charge and low
beam energy, it is space charge dominated. This makes the beam transport compli-
cated and requires special considerations in diagnostics. The imperfections in the
beam symmetry and coupling between the transverse planes as well as transverse
to longitudinal plane are caused by the solenoid and RF coupler kick. The aim
of this thesis was to diagnose the space charge dominated beams in 4D transverse
phase space and 2D longitudinal phase space using the existing setup by optimizing
measurement programs and post-processing of data.
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Chapter 4

4D transverse phase space characterization
via virtual pepper pot

4.1 Introduction

The 2-dimensional Transverse Phase Space (TPS) characterization is done at PITZ
using the single slit scan technique as already mentioned in the PITZ facility overview
[17,53]. There is considerable interest in the accelerator community in general, and
at PITZ in particular, to understand and characterize the 4-Dimensional (4D) TPS,
to remove the transverse plane coupling and minimize the emittance in order to
optimize the performance of the photoinjector. The Virtual Pepper Pot (VPP) is a
novel method that is recently established at PITZ for 4D TPS measurements after
first preliminary studies discussed in [54]. Its detailed characterization and imple-
mentation at PITZ is one of the main topic of this thesis. Let us review the pepper
pot technique in general [55, 56] and the slit scan technique with reference to the
methodology adopted at PITZ [17,40]. This will be followed by an overview of the
VPP, its advantages as well as challenges.

Pepper pot

The pepper pot technique is well-known in accelerators for measuring the 4D trans-
verse phase space of beam particles [55–57]. It can yield information about the
beam profile and the angular divergence in a single measurement, with the help of
a pepper pot plate and a downstream observation screen. The pepper pot plate
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Figure 4.1: Schematics of a pepper pot measurement system. The pepper pot mask
creates beamlets. Their x and y rms sizes and positions w.r.t the holes can be
measured to reconstruct the 4D TPS and calculate the emittance [20].

contains a regular array of identical holes that allows only the beam incident on a
hole to pass through and scatters the rest of the particles. The particles passing
through the holes, appear as beamlets on the observation screen after propagating
a sufficient distance l, see Figure 4.1. The total intensity of each beamlet as a func-
tion of the position of the defining hole provides a spatial profile of the beam, and
can be measured on the observation screen. The size x2,ij,rms of the beamlet after a
distance l is given by [20]

x2,ij,rms =
√
σ′2
ij · l2 + σ2

ij, (4.1)

where σ′
i denotes the angular rms spread of the particles passing the (i, j)th hole and

σij is the rms size of the hole. For circular holes with radii r, σij = r/2, and since
it is very small compared to the beamlet size, it can be neglected. The profiles of
individual beamlets can be used to extract information on the angular distribution
of the beam at the position of the hole defining the beamlet. It can be expressed as

σ′
ij =

x2,ij,rms

l
. (4.2)

Since the angular distribution x′ at different hole positions x is known, the transverse
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phase space can be reconstructed and the emittance can be calculated. However, the
emittance may be underestimated, as the setup is susceptible to underestimation
of the beamlet size. There is reduction in signal strength of the beamlet due to
the small holes in the mask, since only a very small fraction of particles can pass
through. Also, the beamlets should not overlap for a correct calculation of the beam
moments. This requires the beam to be divergent at the slit mask, i.e., ⟨xx′⟩ ≥ 0,
and the uncorrelated divergence ⟨x′2⟩ to be sufficiently small. Moreover, for a correct
calculation of the beam momenta, the number of holes covering the beam has to be
sufficient. This makes pepper pot technique unsuitable for small and space charge
dominated beams, like the ones at PITZ. The manufacturing of masks containing
small holes with minimum distance is also a challenge.

Slit scan

The slit scan technique is a variant of the pepper pot technique, the difference being
that instead of having an array of holes in the mask, there is only a single slit of
a certain width ∆. It is also based on the measurement of the electron beam size
and its angular spread. The set up consists of a movable slit to chop the beam and
a screen downstream to measure the spread of the resultant beamlet, see Figure
4.2. For the phase space reconstruction, the angular spread is calculated analogue
to Eq. 4.2, whereas the rms size of the beam at the location right after the slit is
given by σi = ∆/

√
12. Since the scanning of the slit is required, it is a multishot

method and requires a stable beam. By scanning the slit (vertical slit to reconstruct
horizontal phase space and horizontal slit to reconstruct vertical phase space), the
2D transverse phase space is reconstructed and ϵx and ϵy are calculated. Since there
is only one beamlet at a time, it cannot overlap with the other beamlets. However,
this method is also prone to emittance underestimation due to the low charge density
on the observation screen, but less as compared to the pepper pot.
At PITZ, the slit scan technique is utlized to measure the 2D transverse phase
space [16, 17, 40]. The beam size is measured on a YAG screen installed at the
slit station which is often slightly larger than the phase space beam size

√
⟨x2⟩.

This is because the low signal-to-noise ratio at the outer slit positions leads to an
underestimation of the beam size calculated from the phase space. The fraction
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Figure 4.2: A vertical slit traversing the beam and a beamlet is observed on the
beamlet collector screen for every slit position i [40].

between both sizes is used to calculate the scaled emittance, with the scaling factor
f defined as

f =
σx√
⟨x2⟩

. (4.3)

The unscaled emittance is regarded as the lower limit for the emittance and the
square of this scaling factor is regarded as the upper limit. The projected emittance
can be measured both in the horizontal plane and the vertical plane. Then the ϵxy
emittance is calculated via

ϵxy =
√
ϵxϵy. (4.4)

where ϵx and ϵy are the scaled emittance in the horizontal and vertical plane, re-
spectively. Note, that this is not the same as the transverse 4d-emittance, as the
correlation terms between the two transverse planes are not determined here.

Virtual pepper pot

The virtual pepper pot is a novel method that is introduced at PITZ for 4D phase
space measurements. It eliminates the mechanical design considerations imposed by
small beams and the requirement for diverging beams but relies on stable machine
operation due to its multi-shot measurement procedure. The method is named
so, because there is no actual pepper pot plate, rather a pepper pot like pattern is
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Figure 4.3: The image illustrates the idea of horizontal and vertical beamlet crossing
in order to form a pepper-pot-like beamlet and known slit positions to form a pepper-
pot-like hole [54].

generated by the horizontal and vertical slit scan data. From the slit scan technique,
we have the beam intensity distribution at the slit location, the slit positions during
the horizontal and vertical scans, and the beamlets at the beamlet collector screen.
By finding the 2D beamlet distribution from the horizontal and vertical beamlets,
one can determine the transverse coupling terms and calculate the 4D emittance.
In order to accurately determine the coupling in the beam, a crucial step is how
to obtain the 2D beamlet distribution function from the slit scan beamlets. In the
virtual pepper pot technique, the 2D beamlet distribution function is obtained by
applying the minimum bit principle, i.e, generation of the virtual 2D beamlet from
the intersection of the nth x-beamlet and the mth y-beamlet. This is done by setting
each pixel value equal to the minimum from the corresponding values from both
beamlets min(xbln , yblm). This 2D beamet will be a pepper-pot-like beamlet which
will be assigned a pepper-pot-like hole determined by the horizontal and vertical
slit positions, see Figure 4.3. The virtual holes with the beam distributions at
those locations is referred to as VPP mask and the local beam distribution at the
location of hole is called VPP mask subimage. These names will be used in the
thesis onwards.
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This chapter will describe the analytical model to find the horizontal and vertical
phase space along with the transverse coupling terms in order to find the 4D trans-
verse beam matrix. The proof-of-principle simulations done on ASTRA generated
beams will be described step-by-step and the systematic error of the technique will
be quantified by comparing the slit scan results to the VPP 2D sub-phase space
results. The charge that is lost during the slit scan experiment due to low signal to
noise ratio will be considered while applying VPP. Simulated beam with background
noise level from the experiment will be used to estimate the charge cut and its effect
on the emittance values. The VPP technique will also be applied to a simulated
beam with coupled transverse phase space to demonstrate the diagnostic capability.
Next, the technique will be implemented on the experimental data at PITZ. First,
it will be bench marked with the slit scan results for beams with different focusing
from the main solenoid and then, to the beams with a fixed solenoid current but
undergoing effective rotation from a normal and skew gun quadrupoles. The chapter
ends with a summary of the method and its findings.
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4.2 Analytical modelling

The horizontal and vertical 2D phase space distribution functions F (x, px) and
F (y, py) can be represented as a superposition of contributions from the beamlets’
distribution functions

∑
n Fn(x, px) and

∑
m Fm(y, py), respectively. For practical

considerations, let us introduce a coordinate transformation. For particles propa-
gated downstream the slits, one obtains the following coordinates at the screen for
the beamlet (bl) observation:

xbl = x+
px
pz
· L,

ybl = y +
py
pz
· L,

(4.5)

where L is a distance from the slit mask to the beamlet observation screen and
pz is the beam longitudinal momentum. For further integrations, the following
relationship will be used:

F (x, px) · dx · dpx =
pz
L
· F (x, xbl) · dx · dxbl, (4.6)

which is also valid for the partial distribution functions of the beamlets. The slit
method assumes no correlations between a measuring beamlet, so the beamlet dis-
tribution function can be factorized as:

Fn(x, xbl) = F1n(x) · F2n(xbl). (4.7)

Using this assumption, the expression for the average squared transverse momentum
takes the form:

⟨p2x⟩ =
∫∫

p2x · F (x, px) · dx · dpx

=
(pz
L

)2

·
∫∫

(xbl − x)2 · F (x, xbl) · dx · dxbl

=
(pz
L

)2

·
∑
n

∫∫
(xbl − x)2 · F1n(x) · F2n(xbl) · dx · dxbl

=
(pz
L

)2

·
∑
n

wn · {
〈
x2
〉
n
+
〈
x2bl

〉
n
+ (⟨x⟩n − ⟨xbl⟩n)

2},

(4.8)
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where ⟨x2bl⟩n is the square of the rms size of the nth beamlet at the beamlet obser-
vation screen and ⟨x2⟩n is the square of the distribution within the slit at the nth

position. Note that (xbl − x)2 = x2bl + x2 − 2xblx. Solving this expansion by substi-
tuting xbl = ∆xbl + x̄bl and x = ∆x+ x̄ yields (xbl − x)2 = ∆x2bl +∆x2 + (x̄− x̄bl)2.
Integrating the first two terms give the rms size for the nth beamlet on the observa-
tion screen and the rms beam size at the nth slit location. The last term represents
position of the center of nth beamlet corresponding to the center of the nth slit.

By assumption of a small slit opening ∆ (or assuming homogeneous distribution
within the slit opening) ⟨x2⟩n ≈ ∆2/12 . ⟨x⟩n and ⟨xbl⟩n are mean values of the
slit positions and the corresponding beamlets’ positions, respectively and wn cor-
responds to the weight (charge) of each beamlet. The correlation term can be
calculated using the same approach:

⟨x · px⟩ =
∫∫

x · px · F (x, px) · dx · dpx

=
(pz
L

)
·
∫∫

x · (xbl − x) · F (x, xbl) · dx · dxbl

=
(pz
L

)
·
∑
n

∫∫
x · (xbl − x) · F1n(x) · F2n(xbl) · dx · dxbl

=
(pz
L

)
·
∑
n

wn · {⟨x⟩n · ⟨xbl⟩n − ⟨x⟩
2
n −

〈
x2bl

〉
n
}.

(4.9)

The equation for the rms beam size squared can be calculated using the same for-
mula: 〈

x2
〉
=

∑
n

wn · {⟨x⟩2n +
〈
x2
〉
n
} = (Xrms)

2 . (4.10)

Similar to the horizontal scan, the equations for the vertical beam size, divergence
and correlation can be derived from the M vertical beamlets and the corresponding
slit positions. They are expressed as:

〈
y2
〉
=

∑
m

wm · {⟨y⟩2m +
〈
y2bl

〉
m
} = (Yrms)

2 , (4.11)

〈
p2y
〉
=

(pz
L

)2

·
∑
m

wm · {
〈
y2
〉
m
+
〈
y2bl

〉
m
+ (⟨y⟩m − ⟨ybl⟩m)

2}, (4.12)
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⟨y · py⟩ =
(pz
L

)
·
∑
m

wm · {⟨y⟩m · ⟨ybl⟩m − ⟨y⟩
2
m −

〈
y2bl

〉
m
}. (4.13)

Following the same pattern, one could estimate x− y correlation in 4D phase space
(x, y, px, py). The 4D TPS distribution function can be represented as

F (x, y, px, py) =
∑
n,m

Fnm(x, y, px, py) =
∑
n,m

F1nm(x) · F2nm(y) · F3nm(px, py). (4.14)

Here x and y are assumed independent since the slit opening is only 50µm. Applying
coordinate substitution again, one obtains for the 2D beamlet distribution function

F3nm(px, py) = F3nm(xbl, ybl), (4.15)

and for the 4D distribution function:

F (x, y, px, py) =
(pz
L

)2

·
∑
n,m

F1nm(x) · F2nm(y) · F3nm(xbl, ybl) · dx · dy · dxbl · dybl.

(4.16)
The calculation of the ⟨x · y⟩ correlation can be obtained from the entire beam dis-
tribution at the slit location and can be determined by the beam tilt in a straight-
forward way.

⟨x · y⟩ =
∑
n,m

wx,nm · {⟨x⟩n · ⟨y⟩m + ⟨xn · ym⟩}. (4.17)

For the correlation term ⟨x ·py⟩ (assuming centered phase space distribution - ⟨x⟩ =
0; ⟨py⟩ = 0):

⟨x · py⟩ =
pz
L
.
∑
n,m

∫∫∫∫
x · (ybl − y) · F1nm(x) · F2nm(y) · F3nm(xbl, ybl) · dx · dy · dxbl · dybl

=
pz
L
.
∑
n,m

wx,nm · wy,nm · wbl,nm · {⟨x⟩n · ⟨ybl⟩m − ⟨x⟩n · ⟨y⟩m − ⟨xn · ym⟩}.

(4.18)
Analogously for ⟨y · px⟩:

⟨y · px⟩ =
pz
L
.
∑
n,m

wx,nm ·wy,nm ·wbl,nm ·{⟨y⟩n · ⟨xbl⟩m−⟨y⟩n · ⟨x⟩m−⟨xn ·ym⟩}. (4.19)
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For the momentum-momentum correlation ⟨px · py⟩:

⟨px · py⟩ =
(pz
L

)2

·
∑
n,m

∫∫∫∫
(xbl − x) · (ybl − y) · F1nm(x) · F2nm(y)·

F3nm(xbl, ybl) · dx · dy · dxbl · dybl

=
(pz
L

)2

·
∑
n,m

wx,nm · wy,nm · wbl,nm · {⟨xbl⟩n · ⟨ybl⟩m − ⟨xbl⟩n · ⟨y⟩m − ⟨x⟩n · ⟨ybl⟩m

+⟨x⟩n · ⟨y⟩m + ⟨xbln · yblm⟩+ ⟨xn · ym⟩},
(4.20)

where ⟨xbln · yblm⟩ =
∫∫

(xbln ·yblm) ·F3nm(xbl, ybl) ·dxbl ·dybl is the term corresponding
to the beamlet tilt.
After the correlations terms are estimated from the VPP beamlets and mask subim-
ages, the correlation Cxy can be calculated as:

Cxy = ⟨x · y⟩ · ⟨px · py⟩ − ⟨x · py⟩ · ⟨y · px⟩. (4.21)

Since now we have all the horizontal, vertical and coupling terms, the 4D Transverse
Beam Matrix (TBM) that describes the transverse statistical properties of the beam
can be defined as follows [58]:

σ4D =


⟨x2⟩ ⟨x · px⟩ ⟨x · y⟩ ⟨x · py⟩
⟨x · px⟩ ⟨p2x⟩ ⟨y · px⟩ ⟨px · py⟩
⟨x · y⟩ ⟨y · px⟩ ⟨y2⟩ ⟨y · py⟩
⟨x · py⟩ ⟨px · py⟩ ⟨y · py⟩ ⟨p2y⟩

 =

[
σxx σxy

σT
xy σyy.

]
(4.22)

The 4D emittance can be found by taking determinant of the 4D TBM:

ϵ4D = 4
√
det(σ4D). (4.23)

The matrices σxx and σyy describe the 2D horizontal and vertical distributions, and
σxy describes the cross-plane coupling. If the beam is transversely decoupled, i.e,
σxy = 0, the 2D beam matrices are sufficient to characterize the beam. If one or
more elements of σxy are nonzero, the beam is x − y coupled, and the projections
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onto the x and y planes exhibit an increase of the observed emittance values. The
diagonalization of the 4D beam matrix yields the intrinsic emittances ϵ1 and ϵ2 [58].

UTσ4DU =


ϵ1 0 0 0

0 ϵ1 0 0

0 0 ϵ2 0

0 0 0 ϵ2

 . (4.24)

The product of the intrinsic emittances will always be less than the product of the
apparent emittances:

ϵ1 · ϵ2 ≤ ϵx · ϵy. (4.25)

The transverse coupling contribution to the apparant emittances can be quantified
by the coupling factor. From this one can find the beam coupling factor defined
by [59],

t =
ϵxy
ϵ4D
− 1 ≥ 0. (4.26)

For t=0, the beam is decoupled and the apparent emittances have minimal values,
while for t > 0 the beam is transversely coupled and the apparent emittances are
increased. Also, the generalized emittance invariant in 4D phase space can be cal-
culated. The invariant remain constant when the beam travels in linear accelerator
optics [60].

Is = ϵ2x + ϵ2y + 2C2
xy. (4.27)

One can also calculate the rotation angle φcal between the transverse planes with
the help of coupling terms e.g.

φcal = atan

(
⟨x · py⟩
⟨x · px⟩

)
. (4.28)

The correlation angle φcor can then be calculated from the rotation angle φcal by [61]:

tanφcor = −
1

2
· tan 2φcal ·

p2y,max − p2x,max

p2x,max

. (4.29)

The axis defined by the angle φcor is not a principle axis of the ellipse, but it is a
symmetry axis in the sense that at any position x the distance ∆y between the axis
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Figure 4.4: Ellipse with principle axes and correlation axis [61].

and the upper and the lower branches of the ellipse is equal as indicated in Fig. 4.4.
Thus the line defined by φcor corresponds to a line obtained by a straight line fit
through the distribution with an RMS minimization. While the angle φcal defines
the rotation angle of the principle axes of the ellipse, φcor is related to a shearing of
the ellipse. If the ellipse is sheared by an angle φcor the principle axes of the ellipse
will be on the axes of the coordinate system as in the case of a rotation by an angle
φcal [61].

Most FEL main linac lattice design assumes no transverse coupling and therefore
the injector needs to decouple x/y phase space to make full use of beam brightness
B.

B =
Q

ϵx · ϵy
=

Q

ϵ24D
. (4.30)

After the analytical modelling, a VPP tool was developed and tested on simulated
beams. The systematic error of the method was estimated with a simulated beam
and the algorithm’s accuracy in case of coupled beams was also studied.
One possible problem from a practical implementation point of view is the different
normalization of x and y measured phase spaces, which could be caused by variable
number of pulses used for the slit scans and different effective slit opening (i.e. slit
orientation). The solution adapted was a renormalization of the profiles obtained
from the slit scans to unity with a subsequent renormalization of the corresponding
1D beamlets.
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4.3 Proof-of-principle simulation

To perform the proof-of-principle simulations for VPP, A Space Charge Tracking
Algorithm (ASTRA) [62] was used to generate and track the particles until EMSY1.
The ASTRA beam was produced by a 6 ps FWHM temporal-gaussian laser and a
charge of 250 pC was extracted. The beam parameters were kept close to the typi-
cal experimental conditions. Gun momentum was close to 6.3MeV/c, and after the
booster it was around 19.3MeV/c. A solenoid current scan was done to find the min-
imum emittance point. The current was varied from 364A to 368A with a step size
of 1A. Then, the solenoid current was kept constant (corresponding to minimum
emittance point) and number of macroparticles were varied as follows; 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1
and 2 million. Simulation of 2 million macroparticles is computationally expensive
and takes approximately 48 hours. The idea behind the simulation with different
number of particles was to know the dependence of emittance results, if any, on the
number of macroparticles. A minimum projected horizontal and vertical emittance
of 0.61mmmrad was calculated from ASTRA. The 4D transverse phase space for 2
million particles is shown in Figure 4.5. The resolution is kept 0.05mm per pixel.

Figure 4.5: 4D TPS of simulated beam, charge 250 pC and momentum 19.3MeV/c.
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Next, the beam distribution at the slit location was used to generate slit scan files
similar to the experimental data files. To create the slit scan files, a beamlet collec-
tor screen, also known as Mask Of Interest (MOI), at a distance of 3.133m from the
slit location was used, analogous to the experimental set up. The image resolution
of the beam distribution at the slit location and at the beamlet collector screen
was kept 0.035mm and 0.039mm, respectively, identical to the camera resolution
at these locations. The files included the following information about the beam;
beam distribution at the slit location and its size, beam distribution at the beamlet
collector screen, beamlet images, beam momentum, drift length between the two
screens, slit scan speed and the slit position coordinates. All these files were gen-
erated in matlab. Initially, the conventional slit scan methodology was applied to
the simulated slit scan data and the 2D horizontal and vertical phase spaces were
reconstructed. Then the same data was fed to the VPP tool to reconstruct 4D phase
space. The slit scan results were used to bench mark VPP horizontal and vertical
sub phase spaces in order to investigate the systematic error of the VPP technique.

Before explaining the VPP algorithm in detail, a quick comparison of emittance
values for ASTRA, slit scan and VPP with different number of particles is done.
Figure 4.6 shows emittance results (identical for x and y) for all the cases. Using
ASTRA monitor, the results show constant numbers. For the case of slit scan, as
the number of particles increase, the emittance is increased by 0.1mmmrad until it
stabilizes at 2 million particles. For the case of VPP, it was found that the emittance
numbers are very sensitive to the number of particles. Even at 2 million particles,
they are just at the onset of stable values. All the simulations for the methodological
studies of VPP were done with 2 million particles. One can also do the charge cut
on phase space to do a quick check on where does this difference in emittance values
come from. The charge cut on phase space is defined as the integral of the particles
that is removed when we slice the phase space transversely. All the curves coincide
after approximately 20% of the phase space charge cut, see Figure 4.7. This shows
that the difference in emittance comes from the halo part of the beam phase space.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of changing the number of ASTRA macroparticles on the emit-
tance values for a solenoid current value of 366 A.

Figure 4.7: The curves coincide after approximately 20 % of the phase space charge
cut, indicating the difference in emittance comes from the halo part of the beam
phase space.
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4.3.1 Methodical studies

Let us study the real and the phase space distribution for the beam with the min-
imum emittance found in simulations after the solenoid scan. Beam distribution
of the simulated beam at the slit position EMSY1 with an x and y rms beam
size is 0.37mm. Beam distribution of the simulated beam at the beamlet collector
screen (MOI) with x and y rms beam sizes 0.7417mm. Figure 4.8 shows the beam
distribution at EMSY1 and MOI screen with the screen resolution similar to the
experimental set up. The projected x and y emittance using the slit scan technique
was found to be 0.6227mm mrad. The relative error between ASTRA and slit scan
emittance value is found to be approximately 2.08%.

Figure 4.8: (left) Beam distribution at EMSY1 with an x and y rms beam size
0.37mm. (right) Beam distribution at MOI with x and y rms beam sizes 0.7417mm.

The post-processing of the slit scan data to generate the VPP results consists of
many steps. For the purpose of illustration, every 5th horizontal and vertical beamlet
will be used (0.25mm distant beamlets) to generate VPP beamlet and VPP mask.

• First, all the horizontal and vertical beamlets are renormalized to the beam
distribution at EMSY1 location. Fig. 4.9 shows the Sum of Pixels (SoP) of the
horizontal and vertical beamlets before and after normalization, see y scale.

• The normalized beamlets are crossed, i.e., the pixel wise minimum of these
beamlets is used to generate a VPP beamlet. Figure 4.10 shows the result
of crossing different horizontal and vertical beamlets. The distribution of the
VPP beamlet depends upon the distribution of the particles in the horizontal
and vertical beamlets that are being crossed.
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Figure 4.9: (left) Sum of pixels of horizontal and vertical beamlets. (right) Sum of
pixels of beamlets nomarlized to EMSY1 projections.

• The VPP mask sub-images are created from the known slit positions and the
whole beam distribution at these positions. Figure 4.11 shows the VPP mask
and the beamlets. Since every 5th beamlet was crossed, the mask subimages
and beamlets are well apart and visible. The different size of mask sub-images
inspite of fixed slit width is because of rounding off of pixels with defined
camera resolution.

• The SoP(normalized) of the VPP beamlets is used as a weighting factor of all
beamlets and mask subimages. The center of mass of each VPP beamlet and
mask subimage is computed, followed by calculation of the common center of
mass of all VPP beamlets and mask subimages. Then the beamlets and mask
subimages are centralized w.r.t the common center of mass.

• The variance and covariance of the beamlets and mask subimages is calculated
next. In case of no coupling between the transverse phase space, covariance
values are negligible. The mask subimages variance values are less than a µm
because of small slit width.

• All the values of first and second order centralized moments and their corre-
sponding weights are finally plugged in the formulas of beam sizes, divergences
and correlations to construct the 4D Transverse Beam Matrix (TBM). The
TBM, in turn, can be used to calculate the beam parameters that defines the
properties of the beam.
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• The knowledge of the VPP mask locations, first and second order centralized
moments of beamlets can be used to reconstruct the 4D TPS, see Figure 4.12.
The results show good agreement with the simulated 4D TPS shown in figure
4.5. The systematic error in the methodology are explained in section 4.3.2.

Figure 4.10: 1st column shows the horizontal beamlets and the 2nd column shows the
vertical beamlets at different slit locations. The 3rd column shows the VPP beamlet
generated by taking pixel-wise minimum of the horizontal and vertical beamlets.

For practical beams, there are many challenges of the VPP method. The finite slit
opening 50 µm plays a role. The EMSY1 station has a 10 µm slit installed too which
gives better resolution, but since the signal strength becomes low, it is not used for
VPP [16]. The core and halo structure in the beam distribution which is effected
by the background noise, also poses a challenge for beam characterization by VPP
(discussed in section 4.3.4).
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Figure 4.11: (left) VPP beamlets formed after crossing every 5th horizontal and
vertical beamlet (MOI). (right) VPP mask formed from known slit positions and
beam distribution at the slit location (EMSY).

Figure 4.12: 4D transverse phase space for 250 pC beam.
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The emittance results of the VPP simulation are shown for the case of crossing
all the horizontal and vertical beamlets. The beam matrix gives the horizontal and
vertical emittance values as well as the coupling term which enables to find the
4D emittance. In this case, since there is no coupling, the 4D emittance will be
approximately equal to the 2D emittances. The relative error between ϵxy for both
cases is approximately −2.2%. Table 4.1 summarizes the results of slit scan and
VPP and their relative error

(
ϵslitscan−ϵvpp

ϵslitscan

)
.

- ϵx ϵy ϵxy ϵ4D
Slit scan 0.6227 0.6227 0.6227 -

VPP 0.6320 0.6275 0.6298 0.6296

Table 4.1: Summary of slit scan and VPP results

One can also find the intrinsic emittances by diagonlization of the beam matrix.
The eigen matrix that gives the intrinsic emittances is shown below. It can be
further proved that Eq. 4.25 also holds, i.e, the product of the apparent emittances
(ϵxϵy = 0.3966) cannot be smaller than the product of the intrinsic emittances
(ϵ1ϵ2 = 0.3963). Here ϵ1 was taken as the average of first two diagonal values and
ϵ2 was taken as the average of last two diagonal values.

UTσ4DU =


0.1007 0 0 0

0 0.1017 0 0

0 0 3.904 0

0 0 0 3.928

 . (4.31)

When the beam is coupled in the transverse phase space, ϵ4D and ϵxy are different
because of non-negligible coupling values. Section 4.3.3 discusses such cases in detail.
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4.3.2 Systematic error

To ensure that the VPP can properly diagnose the TPS, the systematic error must
be studied. Table 4.1 showed that the emittance is overestimated as compared to
the slit scan results. To investigate the reason of this increase, one can dig deeper
into the crossing of the horizontal and vertical beamlets. A VPP beamlet formed
from the minimum bit method contains not only those particles that emerged from
the VPP mask subimage region, but also the ones that diverged from the adjacent
slit area. These particles in a VPP beamlet will be referred to as foreign particles.
To illustrate the presence of foriegn particles, a VPP beamlet was compared to a
real pepper pot beamlet. A simulated pepper pot beamlet is the one that actually
emerged from a VPP mask subimage of area 0.05 × 0.05 mm2, and is not formed
by the crossing of horizontal and vertical slit scan beamlets. This mask subimage
consists of only a few pixels and therefore, has a square-like shape. Figure 4.13 shows
some pepper pot beamlets generated by a simulated beam. Figure 4.14 shows an
example of a pepper pot mask and the corresponding beamlets. It is interesting
to note that the pepper pot mask generated circular beamlets in contrast to the
square-like beamlets generated by VPP (compare Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.11).

Figure 4.13: Pepper pot beamlets generated by a simulated beam.

Figure 4.15 compares the central beamlet of a virtual pepper pot and real pepper
pot. The distribution of particles and their profiles are slightly different for both
cases. The density of particles surrounding the core is lower in the case of the pepper
pot and therefore a slope in the halo of x and y profiles is observed. In contrast, the
slope of the halo appear to be flat in case of the VPP beamlet profile. This causes
overestimation of the beamlet sizes, which in turn, is a source of the increase in the
observed emittance values by around 2%.
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Figure 4.14: (left) Pepper pot mask. (right) Corresponding pepper pot beamlets.

Figure 4.15: (left) Central virtual pepper pot beamlet. (right) Central real pepper
pot beamlet.

To further cross check that the source of this rise in emittance is indeed due to the
presence of foreign particles, all the VPP beamlets at a given x or y position were
combined to recreate the horizontal and vertical beamlets. Then the conventional
2D phase space analysis was done. Figure 4.16 shows horizontal and vertical beamlet
reconstructed from virtual pepper pot beamlet. For the purpose of illustration, every
5th VPP beamlet were used. The emittance values agreed with the VPP results. To
quantify the 2D sub phase space difference between the original slit scan and the
VPP recreated slit scan, the horizontal and vertical phase spaces were subtracted
and their l2 norms (

√∑
i diff

2
i ) were calculated.

A practical aspect from implementation point of view is optimization of time vs
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Figure 4.16: Slit scan like beamlets reconstructed from VPP: (left) Horizontal.
(right) Vertical. Every 5th beamlet is crossed.

accuracy. Crossing all the horizontal and vertical beamlets takes up quite a bit
of processor memory and time. One could cross every 2nd or 3rd beamlet with a
little impact on the emittance values but the resolution of the phase space degrades.
Also, then it crucial not to miss the central beamlet that has the highest weight.
The l2 norm and ϵx values can be compared for all the above mentioned cases, see

Figure 4.17: Comparison of l2 norm and ϵx values for different cases of crossing of
beamlets.

Figure 4.17. The l2 norm values are normalized to 1 and the minimum is for the
case when all the beamlets are crossed. The maximum relative change in ϵx value is
only around 0.4 %. For different solenoid currents, the beam distribution (core and
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Figure 4.18: For solenoid current scan, ASTRA (ϵx = ϵy) and slit scan emittance
results as well as beam sizes (σx = σy).

halo structure) at the slit location changes. When this beam is chopped by the slit
to form the horizontal and vertical beamlets, the systematic error in the emittance
values between the ASTRA and the slit scan varies, see Figure 4.18. Consequently,
the systematic error in the emittance values between the slit scan and VPP also
varies, since the VPP beamlets are formed from the slit scan beamlets. Therefore,
one can say that the effect of foreign particles also depends on the original beam
distribution. Figure 4.19 shows a comparison between the ASTRA, slit scan and
VPP results for different solenoid currents. A charge cut is applied on the phase
space reconstructed by the slit scan and VPP. Depending upon the contribution of
foreign particles, the emittance calculated from VPP is either less or greater than
the slit scan emittance. Nevertheless, the systematic error between slit scan and
VPP is lowest for the solenoid current which gives the minimum emittance. Figure
4.20 shows the results of crossing every beamlet, every 2nd beamlet and every 3rd

beamlet.
For practical beams, there are many sources of uncertainity in the measured data e.g.
machine jitter, imperfections of the observation screen and TV system, discussed in
detail in [20]. In this section, the motivation was to investigate the systematic error
caused purely by the VPP methodology for ideal case.
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Figure 4.19: Charge cut on phase space for different solenoid currents (left top) 362A
(right top) 364A (left bottom) 366 A (right bottom) 368A. As the foreign particles
contribution depend also on the initial distribution of particles at the slit location,
the emittance values after phase space charge cut are also changing differently for
all cases.
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Figure 4.20: First column shows the slit scan results of horizontal phase space recon-
structed from : every beamlet (top), every 2nd beamlet (middle), every 3rd beamlet
(bottom). Second column shows the results of horizontal phase space reconstructed
by crossing 2D beamlets recreated from the VPP beamlets: every horizontal and
vertical beamlet (top), every 2nd beamlet (middle), every 3rd beamlet (bottom).
The third column displays the pixel-by-pixel difference between the first and second
column. The colour scale shows that the difference is of the order of 10−3.
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4.3.3 Coupled beam

Typically in the measurements on the beamline, the gun quadrupoles are used to
make the beam transverse distributions rotationally symmetric. This is because of
the requirements of different programs at PITZ to do round beam transport (e.g,
THz and Radiation therapy). The beam is made symmetric in real space which may
introduce additional coupling in phase space. Coupled transverse dynamics results
when the electrons have azimuthal momenta, and their trajectories are no longer
coplanar with the beam axis. The trajectories are coupled because the electron’s x
coordinate depends not just on x and px but also on y and py , and similarly for
the y coordinate. To understand the effect of this coupling on the emittance and
4D transverse phase space [60], the beam was coupled in simulations. The phase
space of the ASTRA generated beam can be coupled by rotating its momentum
coordinates (px, py) at the slit location by an angle θ using the rotation matrix.

R =

[
cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

]
. (4.32)

Since the 4D rotation is linear, the 4D emittance does not grow. However there is
emittance growth in both (x, px) and (y, py) phase spaces due to skew trajectories.
The coupling between px and py does not make the beam asymmetric in real space
but introduces a tilt within the beamlets. VPP can diagnose this tilt and hence
reconstruct the 4D phase space of this coupled beam. Then, with the elements
of the computed 4D TBM, one can find the coupling term Cxy and the kinematic
invariant I in Eq. 4.27. Similarly, the coupling angle φcal can also be found which,
in turn, can be used to compute the correlation angle φccor.
To illustrate the 4D diagnostic capability of the VPP technique for the coupled
beams, four different cases were considered: 10◦, 30◦ , 60◦ and 90◦. A wide range of
rotation angles were tried to test the limits of VPP. Let us first compare the central
beamlets for all the four cases since they have the highest intensity. Figure 4.21
shows the central horizontal beamlet, vertical beamlet and the result of crossing
these beamlets. The VPP central beamlet spatial distribution is rotating which also
changes its x and y projections. The correlations between these projections also
changes and this would result in alteration of beam parameters.
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Figure 4.21: First column shows the horizontal beamlet, second column shows the
vertical beamlet, third column shows the crossed beamlet. The rows show coupled
beam (px, py) for the cases of 10◦, 30◦, 60◦ and 90◦ from top to bottom.
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One can then compare the slit scan and VPP results for ϵx, ϵy and ϵxy. The
coupling term is also calculated which enables to find ϵ4D. The ϵ4D should remain
constant if the coupling term is computed correctly. Figure 4.22 (left) shows the
rms beam sizes and the emittance results of the slit scan. As the rotation angle
increased, the emittance also increased but the beam size remains constant. This
is because only the momentum coordinates of the beam were rotated whereas the
spatial distribution was not changed. Figure 4.22 (right) shows the emittance results
from VPP, which also increase as the rotation angle increases. If one compares the
values, then they agree for the first two cases and for the rest of the three values, VPP
underestimates the emittance by almost 20%. This discrepancy can be understood
by comparing the central beamlet of simulated pepper pot and simulated VPP. The
pepper pot central beamlet is rotationally symmetric and so remains same for the
coupled beams too. In VPP, the central beamlet square-like distribution changes
as shown in figure 4.21 last column. Therefore, the VPP results show deviation
from the slit scan results for both horizontal and vertical emittance. It is note
worthy that the 4D emittance value, which can only be calculated by VPP, remains
approximately constant. This means that VPP correctly calculates the coupling
term and therefore, is a promising tool for 4D diagnotics.

Figure 4.22: (left) Rms beam size and emittance calculated by slit scan (right)
Emittance results by VPP, ϵ4D remains almost constant.

Figure 4.23 shows the coupling factor t described in Eq. 4.26. When ϵxy and ϵ4D

are similar, the coupling factor value is around 0. The invariant depends upon
the correlation term Cxy, therefore, as the correlation increases the invariant also
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increases. Another interesting thing is to find coupling angle φcal using 4D TBM
elements, see Eq. 4.28. It was found to be the same as the rotation angle θ, as
expected. The correlation angle φcor found from the φcal shows that the correlation
angle is maximum around 30°. Intuitively, one can say that it will increase till 45°
and then start to decrease as the rotation angle approaches 90°.

Figure 4.23: Introducing coupling in the beam increases the invariant, since it de-
pends on the correlation between the transverse planes.

The 4D TPS of coupled beams is shown in Figure 4.24 to 4.26. The horizontal
and vertical phase space results from the slit scan are compared with the VPP
results. The overall phase space shape looks similar but if one compares the intensity
distribution of the particles in the core and halo, it appears to be slightly different,
because of different weighting of the beamlets. This is the reason for the difference
in the emittance values between the slit scan and VPP, which was categorized as
part of the systematic error.
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Figure 4.24: TPS of 10° coupled beam; first row shows the 2D slit scan phase space.
Second and third rows show the 4D VPP phase space.
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Figure 4.25: 30° coupled beam; first row shows the 2D slit scan phase space. Second
and third rows show the 4D VPP phase space.
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Figure 4.26: 60° coupled beam; first row shows the 2D slit scan phase space. Second
and third rows show the 4D VPP phase space.
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4.3.4 Slit scan charge cut

During the slit scan measurement, as the slit traverses the beam at the EMSY1
location, the beam halo intensity is comparable with the background noise level,
and thus it cannot be correctly measured. This effect is referred as charge loss, as
there is loss of information of non measureable particles. It is important to quantify
this charge loss in order to know the true emittance values. Generally, when the
beam at the EMSY1 screen location is chopped by a slit, the beamlet obtained on
the MOI screen is diverged and therefore, has low intensity. To improve the signal
strength, first the slit is positioned at the center of the beam and the corresponding
beamlet at the MOI screen is observed. Then, to boost the signal, the number of
electron bunches for the central beamlet is increased until the core of that beamlet
reaches a certain intensity. This intensity threshold is defined by the saturation limit
of the camera pixel intensity, which in our case is, 2000 counts per pixel (arbitary
units). The slit scan in a particular direction (horizontal or vertical) is performed
with this fixed number of bunches resulting in varying signal strength at the beamlet
observation screen.
Let us discuss the case of a horizontal scan and the same would apply to the vertical
case. Intuitively, one would say that when the slit is at the beginning or end of the
beam distribution, generally known as halo part of the beam, the beamlets at MOI
are either not visible or have poor strength due to the experimental noise diluting
the signal. Although this is true, there is also halo part of the individual beamlets
at MOI, that is diluted by the noise. When applying the noise filters, parts of the
beamlets that are on the noise scale level, are filtered. Figure 4.27 shows beamlets
from horizontal scan in case of no noise (left) and with noise and filter (right). The
filter was applied after addition of background noisy frames from the experimental
data. It is obvious by comparing these figures that the loss of charge is at the halo
part of the beam in the scanning direction as well as also for the individual beamlets.
For the purpose of illustrating this, only a few horizontal beamlets are shown.
To quantify this charge loss in the beam distribution, a methodology was defined
and incorporated in the VPP algorithm. Basically, the charge loss was calculated by
fitting the sum of pixels of beamlets as a function of the slit position to the EMSY1
beam distribution in an iterative manner. The initial values of these parameters
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Figure 4.27: Horizontal beamlets; (left) without noise (right) with noise and filtering.

also influence the final charge cut numbers obtained after iterations. The three
parameters used for fitting are described below:

• Intensity threshold (µ): EMSY image above a threshold µ is saved as cutEMSY

image.
cutEmsy = Emsy > µ.

Figure 4.28: Beam distribution at EMSY1. The red plane shows the initial 2D
intensity cut applied to the EMSY distribution.

• Position shifting (∆): Projection of the cut EMSY image ProjcutEmsy is
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matched to the SoP of beamlets by shifting its position ∆.

SoPnewpos = SoP +∆.

• Scaling (A): SoP of beamlets is scaled to match ProjcutEmsy such that the
least square error η is minimum. The iterations are carried out until the
convergence criteria is met, i.e., difference between successive iterations is
< 10−4. If the initial guess is closer to the solution, the results are achieved
in a few iterations.

η(µ,∆, A) =
√∑

(|ProjcutEmsy − A× SoPnewpos|)2.

Hence, the EMSY beam image intensity was varied and the SoP of beamlets was
scaled and shifted until the rms difference between the projection of the EMSY
beam image and the soP of beamlets was minimized. The EMSY image above the
final threshold µ is called beam core and the EMSY image below threshold µ that
is lost is called beam halo. Charge cut is defined as ratio of SoP of beam halo to
the SoP of beam distribution at slit location. After fitting SoP of noisy beamlets to
EMSY distribution we obtain the core and halo as shown in Figure 4.29.

Charge cut =
SoP of beam halo
SoP of full beam

.

Figure 4.29: After charge cut, beam core (left) beam halo (right).
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Basically in the VPP algorithm, before crossing the horizontal and vertical beam-
lets, they are normalized to the EMSY1 projection only after the charge cut has
been applied.
One can again perform the charge cut on the phase space and then find the cor-
responding emittance values. Figure 4.30 shows the reduction in emittance values
as the charge cut on the phase space increases. The results are shown for both slit
scan and VPP based reconstructed phase space for four different solenoid current
values, 365 A to 368 A, with the addition of noisy data. The noise was cleaned by
applying SVD based filtering [63]. The results show that depending upon the beam
distribution after noise filtering, the emittance values for the slit scan and VPP vary
differently along the phase space charge cut.

Figure 4.30: Results of the charge cut on phase space for beam distribution with
solenoid currents (top left) 365A (top right) 366 A (bottom left) 367A (bottom
right) 368A.
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4.4 Slit scan measurements for virtual pepper pot

The slit scan measurements are a pre-requisite for the Virtual Pepper Pot (VPP)
technique. The machine is tuned to the desired beam parameters and the slit scan
measurements are done. Generally, Gaussian laser distributions, both transverse
and temporal, are used to generate electron beam at PITZ. The transverse laser
profiles are shaped with a Beam Shaping Aperture (BSA) by cutting out the cen-
tral part of the Gaussian distribution to obtain a quasi-uniform distribution. The
transverse laser profile is measured by a CCD camera at a 1:1 imaging plane of
the cathode (called the virtual cathode). The BSA is imaged onto the cathode to
emit the photoelectrons. Figure 4.31 shows a typical transverse laser profile of 1mm
diameter BSA used to optimise the emittance of a 250 pC beam. The measurement
shows an rms sizes of σx = 0.249mm and σy = 0.259mm for horizontal and vertical
projections, respectively.

Figure 4.31: Beam on virtual cathode for BSA = 1.0mm.

For a typical slit scan measurement at PITZ, the power in the gun cavity is set to
achieve a beam momentum of 6.3MeV/c, which is very close to the gun operation
point at the Eu-XFEL [11]. The gun cavity is operated at the maximum acceleration
phase. The booster cavity is operated at on-crest, yielding a mean momentum of
the electron beam around 19.4MeV/c. The electron beam alignment with the gun
cavity, the solenoid magnet, and the booster cavity is optimised using beam-based
procedures [64]. This reduces the beam transverse and longitudinal coupling due
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to dipole kicks in RF and solenoid magnet, minimising the transverse emittance
growth. After the laser and electron beam alignment, the electron beam asymmetry
is removed by gun quadrupole magnets inside the solenoid [65] and the electron
beam trajectory tuning in the low energy section as well as through the booster.
Generally, the gun quadrupole strength settings are iterated by an optimizer until
the transverse beam profile after the booster, at the slit location, minimises the xy
correlation and the difference in the horizontal and vertical rms beam size. Although
the beam is made symmetric at the location of the slit, it is still asymmetric at the
other screens after the booster, which is a signature of remaining or newly intro-
duced coupling. This implies that the beam divergence and correlations are different
in both transverse planes resulting in asymmetric emittances. Therefore, VPP is
required to perform 4D diagnostics to understand the coupling in the transverse
planes and improve the emittance.

4.4.1 Solenoid current scan

Once the beam is transported to the slit station, its horizontal and vertical phase
space can be measured. In order to find the beam transport that corresponds to the
minimum emittance, the main solenoid current is varied around the minimum beam
rms size at the slit location. The bucking solenoid current is automatically tuned
to compensate the magnetic field at the photocathode. Basically, changing the
main solenoid current aligns the phase ellipses within the phase space and results
in reduction in emittance [20]. First, the horizontal slit scan is done to find the
horizontal emittance for a set of different solenoid current values. This is followed
by a vertical slit scan. Finally, the solenoid current is set to the value that yields
minimum of ϵxy =

√
ϵx · ϵy. In order to estimate the statistical error of the minimum

emittance point, the measurement is repeated three times.
In this case, the solenoid current was varied from 366A to 371A with a step of 1A
and the horizontal and vertical slit scans were performed for each case. The number
of pulses were adjusted for each scan in order to have the peak pixel intensity around
2000 for the central beamlet. The start and end position of the slit for each scan
was set by the visual inspection of the beamlet at the beamlet collector screen. The
beam distribution for different solenoid currents is shown in Figure 4.32.
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Figure 4.32: Beam distribution at YAG screen on EMSY1 station for various
solenoid currents; (top left) 366 A (top right) 367A (middle left) 368A (middle
right) 369A (bottom left) 370A (bottom right) 371A.
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Figure 4.33: Results obtained with slit scan for solenoid current scan (left) Unscaled
emittance and rms beam sizes (right) Scaled emittance.

Figure 4.33 (left) shows the rms beam size and the emittance results obtained
from the slit scan methodology. It was observed that as the rms beam size increases,
the emittance values also increases, but these are unscaled emittance numbers. Fig-
ure 4.33 (right) shows the scaled emittance values where the scaling factor is calcu-
lated from the Eq. 4.3. Here the emittance values are higher at the start, decrease
in the center and then start to increase again. This is because the scaling factor was
high (implying more charge cut) for a strongly focused beam that has a small beam
core and a relatively large halo. Figure 4.34 (left) shows the results of VPP for the
solenoid scan. The trend of the emittance curve for the unscaled slit scan and the
virtual pepper pot is the same but the values are different. This is because of the
2D charge cut applied in the VPP methodology. Also, it is worth noting that the
ϵ4D and ϵxy estimated by VPP are almost equivalent. This implies that there is no
significant coupling in the beam introduced by varying the solenoid current. Figure
4.34 (right) shows the charge loss estimated for the VPP beamlets corresponding
to the different beam distributions during the solenoid scan. When the beam is
more focused, there is higher charge cut. This is because the density of the beam
distribution in the halo of the whole beam as well as in the halo of the individual
beamlets is lower and is therefore, diluted by noise and consequently filtered. As
the beam size increases and the distribution transients smoothly from core to halo,
the charge cut also decreases.
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Figure 4.34: (left) Emittance results using VPP (right) Charge cut after fitting sum
of pixels of beamlets to the beam distribution as a function of the slit location.

The VPP technique was used to reconstruct the 4D phase space for the beam cor-
responding to the different solenoid currents. Figure 4.36, 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39 show
the reconstructed 4D phase space for 366A, 368A, 369A and 371A respectively.
For each case, the first row corresponds to the phase space reconstructed using the
slit scan. The horizontal phase space (x, x′) is reconstructed by plotting the x pro-
jections of the beamlets against the slit positions, where the y scale is calibrated
in terms of divergence according to equation 4.2. The vertical phase space (y, y′)

is reconstructed by plotting the y projections of the beamlets in a similar fashion.
The second row corresponds to the phase space reconstructed from the horizontal
and vertical beamlets generated by adding up of VPP beamlets. It is evident that
the halo part of the beam is reduced since the VPP beamlets are only constructed
from the common portion between the horizontal and the vertical beamlets obtained
from the slit scan. The overall structure of the core part remains the same but the
intensity is higher as seen from the colormap. This is because of the foreign particles
that emerged from the slit area adjacent to pepper-pot-like hole in the VPP mask
and is part of the VPP beamlets. From the simulations we know that the foreign
particles cause a systematic error of almost 2% for the minimum emittance case.
The third and fourth row show the 4D TPS reconstructed from the VPP technique.
As the VPP beamlets are reconstructed after applying the 2D charge cut, one can
see the halo missing in the reconstructed phase space. The iterative procedure of the
charge cut is also dependent on the initial values and therefore, may underestimate
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or overestimate the charge cut by ≤ 4%. Figure 4.36 shows the case where part of
the beam core is removed during 2D charge cut (strongly focused beam case) where
as, figure 4.39 shows no charge cut and the whole beam contributes to the 4D phase
space reconstruction (relaxed focusing case). The VPP beamlets correspond not
only to each slit position but also the intermediate points obtained by calculating
the center of mass of individual beamlets. Therefore, the phase space is interpolated
at those points to give a smooth continuous profile. The cross plane coupling can be
investigated by the transverse plane phase space. The reconstruction results show
that the (x, y′) phase space ellipse remains upright for all the solenoid currents and
the halo part of the beam is increased as the solenoid current is varied and the beam
distribution becomes larger. The (y, x′) phase space shows positive correlation, and
as the solenoid current is increased and the beam becomes larger, the correlation
also increases. Since the correlation in transverse plane is detected by 4D diagnos-
tics, one can remove it to optimize the emittance.
Figure 4.35 shows the trend of the coupling factor and the Invariant. Both of them
remain almost constant from 366A to 369A and then increase by a factor of two for
370A and by a factor of four for 371A. The 4D phase space reconstruction shows
that the coupling in (y, x′) increases which causes increase in ϵxy and ϵ4D.

Figure 4.35: Coupling factor and invariant.
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Figure 4.36: Phase space reconstructed for Isolenoid =366A from: Slit scan (1st row);
Slit scan generated by VPP (2nd row); 4D TPS by VPP (3rd and 4th row).
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Figure 4.37: Phase space reconstructed for Isolenoid =368A from : Slit scan (1st
row); Slit scan generated by VPP (2nd row); 4D TPS by VPP (3rd and 4th row).
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Figure 4.38: Phase space reconstructed for Isolenoid =369A from : Slit scan (1st
row); Slit scan generated by VPP (2nd row); 4D TPS by VPP (3rd and 4th row).
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Figure 4.39: Phase space reconstructed for Isolenoid =371A from : Slit scan (1st
row); Slit scan generated by VPP (2nd row); 4D TPS by VPP (3rd and 4th row).
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4.4.2 Asymmetric and coupled beams

If the gun quadrupoles are not used, the beam distribution is naturally asymmetric
with spike-type structure at two opposite ends. A typical electron beam distribu-
tion measured at the slit location with YAG screen is shown in Figure 4.40. The
origin of this electron beam asymmetry was traced back to multipole kicks in the
gun section, namely around the location of the coaxial power coupler and the main
solenoid [52]. Additional studies were performed in order to characterize this source
considering RF gun power coupler [66] and main solenoid abberations due to anoma-
lous quadrupole fields [67].

Figure 4.40: Beam distribution at the slit location for solenoid current 360A [67].

In order to compensate the assumed kick integrally by a static quadrupole field, a
pair of quadrupoles were designed, a normal and a skew, on the same frame but
connected to two independent power supplies, see Figure 4.41. Such a combination
enables virtual rotation of the quadrupole field.
This feature of the gun quadrupoles was exploited to test the virtual pepper pot
technique. The solenoid current (368A) corresponding to the minimum emittance
value was set, and slit scan data was generated with coupling intentionally intro-
duced in the beam in the transverse plane. A combination of normal and skew
quadrupole currents was kept such that the amplitude Io was constant but the an-
gle Φ was varied. Eq. 4.33 shows the relation between the current and the angle of
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Figure 4.41: Gun quadrupoles consisting of two air quadrupole coils; normal and
skew. (left) magnetic field simulated with CST EM Studio for Iq,norm = −0.5A and
Iq,skew = −0.6A ; (right) photo of the quadrupole installed in the PITZ injector [65].

the normal and skew quadrupole.

Iq,norm =Io cosΦ,

Iq,skew =Io sinΦ.
(4.33)

The rotation angle Φ of the gun quadrupoles was varied from 0° to 90° with a step size
of 10°. Figure 4.42 shows the coupled beam distribution at the location of the slit.
The beam’s spatial distribution becomes larger and asymmetric as the quadrupole
rotation angle Φ is increased. The rms size increases more in y as compared to
x as the beam forms a diamond-like shape. The core of the beam shifts towards
the left where as the hallow part moves clockwise until 50°. From 60° to 90°, the
beam halo starts to move counter clockwise and the core becomes upright but with
nonsymmetric intensity distribution. The horizontal and vertical slit scan data was
generated for each of these 10 cases three times for the statistics.
The beam rotation by the variation of the gun quadrupoles’ angle Φ results in the
effective rotation of the 4D transverse phase space. The exact numbers of emittance
and other beam parameters are very sensitive to the beam distribution. The charge
cut due to the background noise causes ≤ 20% loss of signal and hence phase space
points to be reconstructed. The foreign particles influence the weighting of VPP
beamlets by ≤ 20%, depending upon the coupling angle . All these factors pose
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Figure 4.42: Beam distribution as a result of varying the quadrupole rotation angle,
(top row, left to right) 10°, 20°, 30° (middle row, left to right) 40°, 50°, 60° (bottom
row, left to right) 70°, 80°, 90°.

a challenge to characterize the 4D phase space. Figure 4.43 (left) shows the rms
beam size and the emittance results for VPP. The overall trend is increasing as the
quadrupole rotation angle is increased, but the minimum ϵxy and ϵ4D is obtained for
Φ =10°. Between 30° and 60°, ϵ4D is less than ϵxy, indicating more coupling for this
range. Afterwards, their emittance curves again coincide and show an increasing
trend. Hence, it was found that fine tuning the quadrupole rotation angle gave
minimum emittance at 10°. Figure 4.43 (right) shows the charge cut and number of
pulses for both horizontal and vertical scan. The charge cut decreases from around
20% to 10% as the beam size increases. Also, the number of pulses during the
horizontal scan increase from 30° rotation angle as the y rms beam size starts to
increase.
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Figure 4.43: (left) Emittance results from VPP for the quadrupole rotation angle
scan (right) Charge cut calculated and number of pulses used for each case.

Figure 4.44 (left) shows the coupling factor and the beam invariant. The cou-
pling factor is maximum for the quadrupole rotation angle 40°, since the difference
between ϵxy and ϵ4D was maximum for this case. It is minimum for two rotation
angles, 10° and 80° since the difference between ϵxy and ϵ4D was around 0 for these
two case. The invariant depends upon ϵx, ϵy and Cxy and shows overall an increas-
ing trend but it is minimum for 10° rotation angle. Figure 4.44 (right) shows the
coupling angle and the correlation angle. The coupling angle φcal that depends on
the correlation terms is around 0 for both 10° and 80°. But the correlation angle
φcor that depends upon φcal as well as divergence is only around 0 near Φ = 10°.
At Φ = 80°, φcal = −30°. Thus for quadrupole rotation angle 10° corresponding
to the minimum emittance point, the coupling angle and correlation angle both are
around 0.
4D phase space reconstruction using VPP is shown for 10°, 30°, 40°, 60° and 90° in
Figure 4.45, 4.46, 4.47, 4.48 and 4.49, respectively. It was observed from the inves-
tigation of the 4D phase space that for the case of 10° quadrupole rotation angle,
the horizontal and vertical phase spaces have small beam size and low divergence
and the cross plane phase spaces show that the (y, x′) phase space is upright and
the (x, y′) phase space has a slight positive correlation.
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Figure 4.44: (left) Coupling factor and invariant (right) Coupling angle and corre-
lation angle, both are around 0 for quarupole rotation angle 10°

Figure 4.45: 4D TPS reconstructed using VPP for quadrupole rotation angle 10°.
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Figure 4.46: 4D TPS reconstructed using VPP for quadrupole rotation angle 30°.

Figure 4.47: 4D TPS reconstructed using VPP for quadrupole rotation angle 40°.
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Figure 4.48: 4D TPS reconstructed using VPP for quadrupole rotation angle 60°.

Figure 4.49: 4D TPS reconstructed using VPP for quadrupole rotation angle 90°.
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4.5 Summary

PITZ utilizes slit scan technique as a standard tool for reconstruction of the hori-
zontal and vertical phase spaces of space charge dominated electron beams. A novel
method for 4-dimensional transverse phase space characterization, known as Virtual
Pepper Pot, is proposed at PITZ, that can give insight to transverse beam phase
space coupling. It utilizes the horizontal and vertical single slit scans to form pepper
pot-like beamlets by careful crossing and post-processing of the slit scan data. All
the elements of the 4D transverse beam matrix are calculated and used to obtain
the 4D transverse emittance and coupling factor.
In this chapter, first an analytical model was developed to construct the elements
of the 4D beam matrix. Then the proof-of-principle simulations were carried out to
demonstrate the diagnostic capability of the VPP for both uncoupled and coupled
beams. The systematic error was quantified to explore the effect of foreign particles.
The number of horizontal and vertical slits to be crossed were discussed to optimize
the results and computation effort. Then the proposed technique was applied to
the experimental slit scan data. The loss of the charge in the beamlets due to low
signal to-noise (SNR) ratio was considered in the algorithm as a signal cut, since it
is important to consider the signal that actually contributed to the beamlets. The
results gave 4D emittance, coupling factor and insight to cross planar coupling with
its 4D phase space reconstruction.
Hence, VPP enabled 4D transverse phase space characterization of 250 pC beam
with typical XFEL parameters. The minimum emittance estimated by the slit scan
during the solenoid current scan can be further reduced if one can quantify the cross
planar coupling using VPP. By fine tuning the quadrupoles’ current amplitude and
angle, one can remove or minimize the correlations in 4D transverse phase space.
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Chapter 5

Longitudinal phase space characterization
via tomography

Longitudinal phase space (z, δpz) characterization of an electron beam in acceler-
ators is possible by deflecting the beam using a transverse deflecting structure to
resolve the temporal profile and then using a dipole to resolve the beam momentum.
Alternatively, it can be characterized without this specialized setup using the well-
known method of tomography. This chapter gives a brief overview of tomography
and highlights key challenges for Longitudinal Phase Space (LPS) tomography at
PITZ, posed by low energy as well as high charge beams. An analytical model of
LPS will be developed without taking the space charge effects into consideration.
The proof of principle simulation for LPS tomography will be shown for a 250pC
beam without SC and with SC (special settings needed for SC). The reconstruction
method used and the improvement in the method will also be discussed. The ex-
perimental results for different cases of charge and temporal laser profiles will be
shown to demonstrate the diagnostic capability.

5.1 Introduction to tomography

A variety of techniques have been developed to reconstruct higher dimensional distri-
butions from lower dimensional projections, commonly known as tomography [68]. It
involves an image (object representation) reconstruction technique that utilizes pro-
jections of the object from different viewing angles and then uses iterative equation
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solving methods to reconstruct the object. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic example of
taking a one-dimensional projection from a two-dimensional unknown object. To-
mography is used in medicine [69], archaeology, biology, geophysics, oceanography,
materials science, astrophysics, and other sciences.

Figure 5.1: Tomographic transformation illustration. f(x, y) is an unknown 2D
object shown with the blue area, pθ(r) is a measured 1D projection of the object
taken at an observation angle θ [19].

Generally, we can think of the available and unknown data in terms of matrices and
vectors and then try to compute the solution. If we have a measured data vector
m⃗(m× 1) and we represent the model of a system by a matrix A⃗(m× n), then the
input data vector x⃗(n × 1) can be calculated. Naively, we say that m⃗ = A⃗x⃗ and
the back projected image x⃗ = (A⃗T A⃗)−1A⃗T m⃗. However, in reality the experimental
measured data m⃗ is noisy, the system model imparted by a measurement procedure
A⃗ is imperfect and the number of elements in m⃗ may not match x⃗. The approach to
solve such problems is to resort to an iterative reconstruction technique such that
∥m⃗− A⃗x⃗∥2 = ∥δ∥2. There is always an objective function corresponding to an itera-
tive reconstruction technique e.g. least squares or maximum-likelihood expectation
maximization. The task is then to find x⃗ such that x⃗ = argminx⃗∥m⃗− A⃗x⃗∥

2
. The

algorithm of tomography is shown in the form of a flow chart in Fig. 5.2.
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In terms of algebraic methods, tomography consists of assuming that the object
consists of an array of unknowns, and then setting up algebraic equations for the
unknowns in terms of the measured projection data. Basically, a square grid is
superimposed over the unknown image and the image values are assumed to be
constant within each cell of the grid. If the number of equations are greater than the
number of unknowns, we have the case of an overdetermined system and the solution
oscillates in the neighborhood of the true solution. If the number of equations are
less than the number of unknowns,we have the case of an underdetermined system
and an infinite number of solutions are possible. In this case, the solution obtained
corresponds to that point which is closest to the initial guess. Another attractive
feature of an iterative approach is that it is possible to incorporate into the solution
some type of a priori information about the image being reconstructed. For example,
if it is known a priori that the image is nonnegative, then in each of the solution
successively obtained, one may set the negative components equal to 0. One may
similarly incorporate the information that image is 0 outside a certain area, if this
is known.

Figure 5.2: Flow chart of an iterative reconstruction method.
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5.2 LPS tomography at PITZ

Longitudinal phase space tomography consists of a LPS rotating element and a di-
agnostics setup to measure the projections of the object to be reconstructed. In
our case, the object to be reconstructed does not have spatial co-ordinates rather
phase space co-ordinates in terms of electron bunch longitudinal temporal profile
and momentum or energy spread distribution. LPS tomography utilizes an acceler-
ating structure to rotate the LPS and the corresponding momentum projections are
measured by a downstream dispersive arm. These projections are fed to an iterative
algorithm to reconstruct LPS and the iterations are carried out until the results
converge.
LPS reconstructions using tomography has been done in the past at different facil-
ities including PITZ [19, 70, 71]. The main set up at PITZ for LPS tomography is
shown in Fig. 5.3. Electron beam produced from the photocathode is accelerated
by the RF gun. The phase of the gun is varied and the corresponding mean mo-
mentum and momentum spread can be measured as a function of the gun phase at
the low energy dispersive arm (LEDA). Then, generally, at the maximum mean mo-
mentum gain phase of the gun, the beam is further accelerated by the booster. The
booster is utilized to rotate the electron beam LPS by varying its phase. A set of
quadrupoles and a steerer is used to focus and center the beam at a reference screen
for the momentum measurements. Once the beam is optimized for the momentum
measurement, the dipole (HEDA1) is switched ON and the beam is deflected 180°
i.e. the beam observed on the screen is now in x−pz plane. The momentum projec-
tions corresponding to these phases are measured on a momentum calibrated screen
yscale. The data is saved and fed offline to a reconstruction tool. The tool is run
on a gpu-based system to obtain results within five to ten minutes, depending on
the number of projections, without running into memory-based issues.
Owing to the unqiue setup and parameter space for different types of accelerators,
the method is not straight forward. For low energy and high brightness electron
beams like the ones at PITZ, there are some issues that have to be addressed. It is
important to know what should be the range and step size of the booster phase and
what algorithm should be chosen that gives artefact-free reconstruction results. The
experimental conditions should be optimized to have better momentum resolution
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Figure 5.3: Experimental setup for LPS Tomography at PITZ

and SNR. These concerns for LPS tomography, that were previously not addressed
at PITZ, have been catered in this thesis work. First, an LPS model is derived to
understand the phase advance of LPS, which in turn, enables to determine the cor-
rect booster phase range. After that, the proof-of-principle simulations are done on
ASTRA simulated beams. Then, the method is applied to the experimental beams
that are similar to the simulated beams and their results are compared. This chapter
ends with a summary of the LPS tomography and in particular, the improvements
made recently in the methodology.

5.3 LPS modelling

To derive an analytical model for the longitudinal phase space of a beam, the beam
dynamics can be described in terms of an equivalent ellipse model as shown in Fig.
5.4. This modelling of the LPS properties is done purely from a statistical point of
view, without taking LPS nonlinearities and space charge effects into account.
If we consider a particle with an initial momentum from the electron gun pgun

z is
being accelerated by the booster, then the final momentum of the particle pboo

z can
be calculated by Eq. 5.1:

pboo
z = pgun

z + Sδφ+ δp + V cos(φ+ δφ), (5.1)

where S is the LPS linear chirp that defines the LPS correlation, V is the momentum
gain by the booster, φ is the phase of the booster w.r.t. maximum mean momentum
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Figure 5.4: LPS (left) with correlation (right) w/o correlation.

gain phase and the (δφ, δp) are the coordinates of the particle in the phase space.
The average beam momentum after the booster can be found by integrating all the
particles in the phase space ellipse.

⟨pboo
z ⟩ =

∫
pboo

z dpdφ. (5.2)

After a few mathematical steps, we derive Eq. 5.3:

⟨pboo
z ⟩ = pgun

z + V · cosφ · (1− σ2
φ/2), (5.3)

where σφ is the electron beam bunch rms phase duration. The momentum deviation
can be found by subtracting the mean momentum from the momentum distribution.

∆pboo
z = pboo

z − ⟨pboo
z ⟩ . (5.4)

After plugging in the values of beam momentum and its average and solving them,
we get the expression:

∆pboo
z = Sδφ+ δp− V sinφδφ+ V cosφ(

σ2
φ

2
− (δφ)2

2
). (5.5)

Squaring the above equation and neglecting higher order terms, we find the expres-
sion:

⟨∆pboo2
z ⟩ = σ2

p0 + (Sσφ − V sinφσφ)2, (5.6)
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where ⟨∆pboo2
z ⟩ = σ2

p is the rms momentum spread squared. The chirp S can be
found at the minimum energy spread phase by taking the derivative of the above
equation.

2σpσ
′
p = 2σ2

φ(S − V sinφ)V cosφ = 0, (5.7)

where, S = V sinφσp(min)
. Hence, after plugging in S, the final squared rms energy

spread is:
σ2
p = σ2

p(min) + V (sinφ− sinφσp(min)
σφ)

2. (5.8)

The approximate bunch length can be found from the expression:

σφ =
√
⟨(δφ)2⟩ =

σφ
|dpz/dφ|

=
σp

|V sinφ|
. (5.9)

The phase advance Φ of the phase space ellipse can be calculated by using the bunch
length σϕ and the minimum rms energy spread. The formula is shown in Eq. 5.10:

Φ = tan−1(Sσφ/σpmin
). (5.10)

In the experiment, we can use the modelled energy spread as the LPS chirp and
find the beam phase advance. As the booster phase varies, the beam phase advance
is significant around the minimum energy spread phase and decreases gradually as
the energy spread increases.

5.4 Proof-of-principle simulations

Methodical studies were done first on the simulated beams as the field of accelerator
physics relies heavily on particle tracking simulations for the study of beam dynamics
in an accelerator. An ASTRA generated beam with 200, 000 macro particles was
utilized for doing the booster phase scan. The particles were produced by a 6.6 ps
FWHM temporal gaussian laser and a charge of 250 pC was extracted from the
cathode. The space charge forces in the booster were not considered here as the
analytic LPS model is derived without taking space charge effects into account. The
beam size aperture was 1.0mm and the solenoid current value was kept constant.
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Figure 5.5 shows the LPS of the beam after the gun at the MMMG phase. This
beam is then rotated in phase space during the booster phase scan.

Figure 5.5: LPS for 250 pC beam without space charge after the gun.

5.4.1 Gun and booster phase scan

The power in the gun was set such that the electron beam momentum was around
6.3MeV/c, close to the experimental conditions. To find the phase corresponding
to the maximum mean momentum gain pgunz , the gun phase was varied from −10°
to 10° around the approximated MMMG phase. The momentum of the particles
corresponding to each gun phase was simulated upto a distance of 1.7 m from the
cathode, the location of LEDA in the beamline. The mean momentum and the
momentum spread of these particles were calculated. After the scan, the gun phase
was set to MMMG phase. Figure 5.6 (left) shows the results of the gun phase scan.
Then the beam was sent to the booster. The power in the booster was set such
that the maximum beam momentum after the booster was close to 17MeV/c. The
booster phase was varied from −10° to 10° w.r.t. the MMMG phase and the momen-
tum of the particles at the reference screen position of HEDA1 dipole was simulated
i.e. at 8.92m from the cathode. The mean momentum and the momentum spread of
these particles were calculated for each phase. The momentum gain V of the beam
in the booster was calculated by subtracting the mean momentum of the beam ex-
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iting the booster from the maximum pgunz . The values required for the analytically
modelled equations of the mean momentum and the momentum spread were calcu-
lated from the simulated data and then plotted against the simulated momentum
and momentum spread scans. Figure 5.6 (right) shows that both the first and sec-
ond order of moments calculated from the model fit to the simulated data with less
than 1 % rms error around the MMMG and the minimum energy spread phase.

Figure 5.6: (left) Gun phase scan, (right) Booster phase scan.

Phase advance analysis

For the calculation of the phase advance, equation 5.10 shows that the bunch length,
the minimum energy spread and the LPS chirp at each phase must be known. In
the simulation, the slope is found from the first order polynomial fit to the LPS. But
since in the experiment, we don’t have that information, S values can be substituted
by the energy spread model values.
Figure 5.7 (left) shows the phase advance corresponding to each booster phase. The
phase advance varies significantly around the minimum energy spread phase but
at the off-crest phases, its change is gradual. This provides the key information
to consider the booster phase range and step size for tomography. One can also
correlate phase advance with the energy spread as shown in Fig. 5.7 (right). As the
booster phase varies, the beam phase advance is significant around the minimum
energy spread phase and then decreases gradually as the energy spread increases.
The momentum projections for tomography should correspond to the booster phase
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range which covers the whole LPS phase advance and the step size should be op-
timized in order to produce a smooth curve. Hence, this significantly reduces the
booster phase scan range and the data taking time during the experiment.
Previously at PITZ, the booster phase range was defined according to the visible
beam position on the screen for a particular dipole current. The goal was to have
as many momentum projections as possible. Also, to have reasonable number of
projection to reduce the computation time of the reconstruction, the booster phase
step size was kept approximately 2°. This caused missing information regarding the
rapidly varying energy spread around the minimum energy spread phase. Thus, the
phase advance analysis provided significant improvement in terms of determination
of booster phase, step size, data taking and reconstruction time.

Figure 5.7: (left) Phase advance w.r.t. booster phase scan (right) Relative energy
spread variation w.r.t. the phase advance.

5.4.2 Reconstruction algorithm

There are different computer implementations of the algebraic algorithms repre-
sented by the acronyms ART, SIRT, SART, and ISRA [68,72]. They vary in terms
of the convergence speed and the accuracy of results. Algebraic Reconstruction
Technique (ART) gives good convergence speed but shows noise-like artefacts in the
reconstruction results, where as Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique
(SIRT) leads to better looking images at the expense of slower convergence. Si-
multaneous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (SART) combines the best of ART
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and SIRT. It yields reconstructions of good quality and numerical accuracy in a few
iterations [68]. SART subtracts the measured momentum projections from the back
projected modelled momentum projections, forward projects the difference and nor-
malizes the results. This result is added to the current estimate to yield the next
update.
Another algorithm that is derivable from a least squares objective function is Im-
age Space Reconstruction Algorithm (ISRA) [72]. ISRA has the added advantage
that it is inherently a non-negative multiplicative algorithm and therefore, has no
negative pixels. ISRA takes a current estimate and forward projects it to form a
vector A⃗x⃗k. This vector is back projected to form a predicted back projected vector
A⃗T A⃗x⃗k. Similarly, the measured projections m⃗ are also back projected using the
system matrix A⃗. The ratio of these back projections provides a correction factor
to update the current estimate. The initial estimate x1 vector can be taken as a
vector of uniform values e.g. 1.

x⃗k+1 = x⃗k +
1

A⃗T1

A⃗T (m⃗− A⃗T x⃗k)

A⃗T1
. (5.11)

x⃗k+1 = x⃗k
A⃗T m⃗

A⃗T A⃗x⃗k
. (5.12)

The equations for SART and ISRA are expressed in Eq. 5.11 and Eq. 5.12, re-
spectively. In both the equations, x⃗k is a vector containing the current estimate of
reconstructed phase space and x⃗k+1 is the next update, m⃗ is a vector that contains
projections corresponding to all booster phases also known as sinogram and A⃗ is a
weight matrix built from the LPS model. Generally, the iterations are carried out
until the root mean square error (RMSE) between measured sinogram and predicted
sinogram falls below the tolerence level, e.g. 0.5 %. The number of iterations can
also be set beforehand based on the expected convergence.

Data representation

For the case of simulations, once we have the momentum projections corresponding
to each booster phase from ASTRA, they were plotted in the form of a bivariate
histogram with equally spaced bins, where the height of the bin indicates the in-
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tensity. Additionally, the edges of the bins in each dimension were also fixed for
the booster phase scan. This is done to replicate the experimental set-up where
the screen edges define the momentum range, the pixels define the momentum res-
olution and the counts per pixel define the signal intensity of the electron beam.
Thus, the simulation parameters were kept similar to the experimental set-up. The
momentum projections corresponding to the booster phase scan and its alternative
representation in the form of a sinogram is shown in Fig. 5.8.

Figure 5.8: (left) Normalized momentum projections acquired during the booster
phase scan (right) Sinogram of projections.

Measurement system representation

Weight matrix W⃗ or the system matrix A⃗ is built from the mean of the modelled
momentum data and with an iterative model there is sufficient flexibility regarding
how it is parameterized. The bins of this weight matrix are filled by taking the ratio
of the difference between the calculated momentum and the minimum momentum,
and the momentum resolution. Any jth bin number is only equal to 1 if this ratio
is positive and less than the total number of elements. The number of rows of the
weight matrix are NsxNφ and number of columns are NtxNs. A schematics showing
the dimensions of weight matrix is shown in Fig. 5.9 and the algorithm for building
the weight matrix is shown in the form of a pseudo code in Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.9: Construction of a weight matrix.

Algorithm 1: Weight matrix for LPS Reconstruction
input : φ, pgunz , V, z

output: WeightMatrix (consists of 1s and 0s)

1 Function Loop(A)

2 Nφ ← length(booster phases)
3 Ns ← length(momentum bins)
4 Nt ← length(longitudinal bins)
5 for i← 1 to φmax do
6 for s← 1 to Ns do
7 for t← 1 to Nt do
8 pboocal ← pgunz (s) + V cos(φ(i) + z(t))

9 j ← pboocal−pboomin

∆pboo

10 W (j +Ns(i− 1), t+Nt(s− 1)) ← 1

11 return WeightMatrix

Since in the simulations, we know the true LPS, the initial vector x⃗1 was taken as
the true LPS and was forward projected using the weight matrix A⃗ to build vector
A⃗x⃗k. The overall structure of the resultant sinogram was similar to the actual one,
but there were gaps in it, see Figure 5.11 (left). The empty pixels were present as
a result of the signal’s analogue to discretization conversion effects. To address this
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issue, the weight 1 of the jth pixel was distributed in the size (3, 3) surrounding
neighboring pixels by bilinear interpolation.

Figure 5.10: Weight matrix with bilinear interpolation.

Let’s denote the weight of the central pixel w22, one can find the weight of the corner
pixels w11, w31, w13, w33 by considering the solution as a weighted mean, where the
weights sum to 1 and satisfy the transposed linear system.


w11

w31

w13

w33

 =
1

(t2 − t1)(s2 − s1)


t2s2 −s2 −t2 1

t2s1 s1 t2 1

t1s2 s2 t1 1

t1s1 −s1 −t1 1



1

t

s

ts

 . (5.13)

Here, t2 − t = t − t1 = ∆t is the step size of the longitudinal bins and s2 − s =

s − s1 = ∆s is the step size of the momentum bins. It is also worthy to note that
once the calculated maximum mean momentum value is reached, the signs of s2 and
s1 have to be swapped in order to keep ∆s positive.
Once the four corner values are known, one can find the other five weight values by
using the same matrix equation and just replacing the co-ordinates (t, s), see Figure
5.10. Thus, the weight matrix changes to the following form:

W ((j : j + 8) +Ns(i− 1), t+Nt(s− 1)) = W⃗ , (5.14)

where W⃗ is a (9× 1) vector filling the columns of the weight matrix.
Figure 5.11 (right) shows the sinogram built from the updated weight matrix. It is
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obvious that the empty bins in the sinogram have significantly reduced. Looking
closely at the edges of the sinogram, one finds some pixels missing at the edges.
There might still be some systematic error resulting from the rounding off of the
bin number j. This can be further improved by increasing the resolution of the
reconstructed phase space but at the expense of the increase in the computational
time. Note that in order to achieve the best results and reduced pixel noise, the
resolution of the bivariate histogram and the resolution of the reconstructed phase
space should be kept the same.

Figure 5.11: (left) Sinogram from the true LPS and weight matrix (right) Sinogram
from true the LPS and the modified weight matrix.

5.4.3 Reconstruction results

The true LPS after the gun, shown in Figure 5.5, was very thin consisting of only
a few pixels since it was a cold beam with filamet-like phase space. Note that it
is very challenging to reconstruct such a narrow phase space as it requires great
precision. As a first step, to check the reconstruction results of the algorithm and
also its convergence, the initial estimate was taken as the true LPS. The simulated
sinogram was fed to the algorithm and the iterations were carried out with the
improved weight matrix. It was observed that even after almost 50 iterations, the
results were converging. The calculated bunch length and the energy spread values
were very close to the true values. The bunch length profile was not smooth because
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of the pixelization effect but fitting a gaussian to the profile gives a smooth result.
Only a few noise-like pixels on the right of the reconstructed LPS were emerging
that had very low intensity and so negligible effect on the calculated bunch length
and the energy spread. Figure 5.12 shows the reconstructed results.

Figure 5.12: Reconstructed LPS where x⃗1 = True LPS.

In the next step, the initial estimate was taken as a uniform vector consisting of
1. The reconstructed LPS after 50 iterations had many artefacts resulting in the
overestimation of the bunch length and the energy spread, see Figure 5.13. One
can see from the gaussian fit on the bunch length that the artefacts corrupt the
results. Reasonable values can only be obtained after application of a charge cut.
The charge cut forces all the values below a defined threshold to be 0. This not only
removes the noise but also cuts away the intensity pixels that belong to the actual
LPS. Previously, a charge cut of 15-20% was applied at PITZ to give reasonable
values of energy spread and bunch length.

Initial LPS guess

To further improve the reconstruction results, an initial educated guess of LPS from
the low energy section, i.e. the section after the gun, was established. Basically, the
momentum profile at an off-crest booster phase ρn(pz) was used to select the range
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Figure 5.13: Reconstructed LPS where x⃗1 = 1.

of the gun phase from the LEDA scan to be used as an initial matrix.

ρ(pz) = ρ

(
pgunz − pgunzmean

(dpbooz /dφoff−crest)
= φ

)
= ρ(φ). (5.15)

Equation 5.15 shows the the formula to find the proper phase range, where φ rep-
resents the booster phase. Figure 5.14 (left) shows a red box around the MMMG
values to give an idea of the phase range selected. Once we had the range, the mean
momentum points were interpolated and a gaussian was fit on each of the mean mo-
mentum points as shown in Fig. 5.14 (right). The amplitude of the gaussians was
taken from the weights of the off-crest phase (−10°) momentum profile normalized
to 1. The energy spread of the gaussians was assumed roughly from the minimum
energy spread value. The expression of the initial guess for the LPS can be written
mathematically as:

LPS(z, pz) =
N∑

n=1

Gn(pz)∆n(z), (5.16)

where Gn(pz) is the pz- distribution for the nth longitudinal slice within the bunch
scanned by the step function ∆n(z).

Gn(pz, σp) = ρn/(
√
2πσpn) exp

[−(pz−pzn )
2/(2σ2

pn
)] . (5.17)
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Figure 5.14: (left) Initial matrix selection from gun phase scan (right) Initial matrix.

∆n(z) = 1/∆z, |z − zn| ≤ ∆z/2. (5.18)

Equations 5.17 and 5.18 show the formulas of the nth Gaussian and the delta
function in terms of the bunch length and momentum spread coordinates. The
reconstructed LPS after 50 iterations starting from a well-defined initial estimate
is shown in Fig. 5.15. The initial estimate from the LEDA removes the noise-like
artefacts scattered in the reconstructed LPS. Additionally, it also impacts the overall
distribution of particles in the phase space. Being an underdetermined system, the
initial guess from LEDA assists the algorithm to achieve a unique result out of
infinite many solutions. Therefore, the rms bunch length and energy spread of
reconstructed LPS shown in Fig. 5.15 are much closer to the true values. Thus,
the initial estimate from the LEDA not only removes the noise but also impacts the
overall distribution of the particles in the phase space. As mentioned earlier, it is
very challenging to reconstruct a filament-like phase space due to the high demand
on the accuracy of placement of weights in the proper bin, therefore, there are a
few noisy pixels on top of the LPS. The rms was calculated between the simulated
sinogram and the predicted forward projection. Figure 5.16 shows that the results
already start to converge after 30 iterations and then until 50, the RMSE remains
the same, i.e., < 0.2%. The expression for RMSE can be expressed as:

RMSE =

√∑
i

(
A⃗x⃗k − m⃗

)2

. (5.19)
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Figure 5.15: Reconstructed LPS with initial matrix established from LEDA.

Figure 5.16: RMSE between the simulated sinogram and the predicted forward
projection.
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5.4.4 Space-charge dominated beam

Methodical studies were also carried out on an ASTRA-generated beam including
space charge effect. A 6.0 ps FWHM temporal Gaussian laser beam was used to
produce a 250 pC beam charge with 200,000 particles. The transverse rms size of the
beam was kept 0.25mm in both x and y axes. As the LPS analytical model derived
in section 5.3 does not include the space charge forces, a procedure was devised to
strongly reduce the space-charge effects of the simulated beam. Basically, the idea
was to introduce a slit in the beam path to truncate it in the non-dispersive plane
before it enters the booster cavity, reducing the particle density and hence the space
charge effect. Additionally, an attempt was made to study the slice energy spread
since it is of critical importance for FELs [18].

Study on slit effect

Initially, ASTRA was used to track the beam including space charge until a distance
of 0.8m from the cathode, since this is the location in the beamline which has a slit
installed (Low.Scr1). Then, the particles at this location were imported in Matlab
and a corresponding filter was introduced to understand the effect of the slit on the
LPS of the beam. It was further explored how varying the width of the slit changes
the rms bunch length and the energy spread.
Basically, the slit width was varied from 50 µm to 10mm with a variable step size
at the location of Low.Scr1. Figure 5.17 and 5.18 display the beam distribution in
the spatial co-ordinates as well as the LPS for both the cases; without the slit and
with a 200µm-wide slit, respectively. The slit chops the beam in y and therefore,
only the central beamlet is visible in x− y and z− y co-ordinates, whereas in z− x
co-ordinates, the whole beam is visible but the particle density is reduced, see Figure
5.18. A comparison of the LPS of the beam with and without the slit was also made.
It was observed that the overall shape of the LPS is preserved after inserting the
slit but the calculated rms bunch length and the energy spread values are slightly
increased. This is because the introduction of the slit reduces the particle density,
which in turn, makes the profiles of the projections more of a flat-top instead of a
Gaussian and hence the effective rms sizes change. There are also tiny modulations
riding on top of the flat top. This is the noise from the finite pixel size. If the bin
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size is made larger, the modulations would be averaged out and the profiles will
become more smooth.

Figure 5.17: Astra beam distribution before inserting the slit.
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Figure 5.18: Beam distribution after inserting the 200 µm-wide slit. Charge reduced
from 250 pC to 10 pC.
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Figure 5.19 shows the results of the slit width scan at the location of Low.Scr1.
The rms bunch length is approximately 1.33mm around 200µm slit width and then
as the width increases, the bunch length was reduced. The rms bunch length for
the whole beam was calculated to be 1.15mm. Similarly, the rms value of the
projected energy spread was slightly less than 21 keV for 200µm slit width and then
it gradually decreased. The rms energy spread of the whole beam was calculated to
be 18.2 keV.
Since the central slice is of critical importance for applications like lasing, a sub-
picosecond central slice energy spread was also calculated to estimate the change in
the slice energy spread as the slit width increases. For a 200 µm-wide slit, the slice
energy spread was approximately 1.6 keV but for the whole beam, the slice energy
spread was 1.7 keV, see Figure 5.20. A relative error of almost 6 % is introduced by
the insertion of the slit.
The charge of the beam is also reduced after passing through the slit. Figure 5.21
shows the charge after the slit for different slit widths. For the case of 200 µm slit,
the charge was reduced to 10 pC. Note that although the charge is reduced to 10 pC,
the beam still imprints LPS of a 250 pC beam and not 10 pC beam.

Figure 5.19: Increase in the rms bunch length and the projected energy spread as
the slit width increases.
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Figure 5.20: Slice energy spread of the central slice of sub-picosecond range for
different slit widths.

Figure 5.21: Charge obtained after the beam passes through different slit widths.
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Booster phase scan with slit

After quantifying the increase in the rms bunch length and the energy spread of a
250 pC beam because of the slit, ASTRA simulations were carried out with a 200 µm-
wide slit at a distance of 0.8m from the cathode. Now the beam was tracked all
the way to 8.92m, which is the location of the reference screen for the momentum
measurements, similar to the experimental setup. The booster phase was scanned
for this truncated beam from −10° to 10° w.r.t the MMMG phase. The LPS of
the beam before and after truncation, near 0.8m in the beamline, is shown in Fig.
5.22 along with their bunch and energy spread profiles. As previously simulated in
Matlab, the overall shape of the LPS was preserved and the rms values of the bunch
length and the energy spread were increased. Apart from the tiny modulations on
top of both the projections, there were some additional kinks at the edges. They
appear because of the density modulations at the head and the tail of the LPS.
Therefore, for 200 µm-wide slit, the calculated rms bunch length and the energy
spread is 1.44mm and 21.4 keV, respectively.

Figure 5.22: LPS before booster (left) without slit, (right) with slit.

The normalized projections corresponding to all the booster phases before and after
beam truncation are shown in Figure 5.23. The profiles for the truncated beam are
flat in the central part with ripples on the top and kinks at the edges. For both the
cases, first the mean momentum and the momentum spread were calculated from
the momentum projections and then, the mean momentum and the momentum
spread were estimated from the analytical model. Figure 5.24 shows their values
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plotted against the booster phases.

Figure 5.23: (left) Momentum projections corresponding to booster phase scan for
250 pC beam (right) Momentum projections corresponding to booster phase scan
for 250 pC beam truncated by 200µm-wide slit.

Figure 5.24: (left) Mean momentum and momentum spread during booster phase
scan for 250 pC beam (left) Mean momentum and momentum spread during booster
phase scan for 250 pC beam truncated by 200 µm-wide slit.

The mean momentum of the projections agrees with the model for the whole phase
scan range but the momentum spread model only fits well around the minimum
momentum spread phase. At the off-crest phases, it is underestimated, unlike the
250 pC case without the space charge forces, shown in Figure 5.6 (right). The
reduction in the space charge force is evident by the shift in the minimum momentum
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phase from −7° to around −3°. Basically, the energy spread model is used to
estimate the bunch length and the slope of the phase space. This, in turn, is used
to estimate the phase advance and hence, the booster phase range. The booster
phase range is taken such that the change in relative energy spread (energy spread
w.r.t the minimum energy spread) corresponding to the phase advance is negligible.
Figure 5.25 (left) shows that until 1.5, the phase advance varies from −60° to 60°,
and then till 2, the increase is only 10°. From 2 to 3, the increase is almost negligible.
Figure 5.25 (right) shows that between −5° to 5° booster phase, the phase advance
varies significantly and outside this range, the variation is gradual.

Figure 5.25: For the case of 250 pC beam truncated by 200 µm-wide slit (left) Phase
advance corresponding to booster phase scan (right) Relative energy spread corre-
sponding to phase advance.
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Reconstruction results

There are three inputs to the reconstruction algorithm: sinogram, initial matrix
and the number of iterations/convergence criterion. The weight matrix W⃗ in the
reconstruction technique is calculated from the model. Since for the weight matrix,
we make use of the mean momentum model which agrees well with the simulated
mean momentum, it is expected that we get reasonably accurate results.
Initially, the LPS reconstruction was done using the SART algorithm in order to
compare it with the results of the ISRA algorithm. The initial matrix was taken
0 because of the additive nature of the algorithm and at every step, the negative
pixels during iterations were forced to be 0. The iterations were carried out until
the results started to converge. Figure 5.26 shows the results after 50 iterations
where the RMSE is approximately 0.2%. The reconstructed LPS looks similar to
the LPS after the slit shown in Figure 5.22 (right) but there are a lot of noise like
artefacts scattered in the reconstructed area. Also, there is a layer of low intensity
pixels surrounding the true LPS region. This is a source of overestimation in the
rms energy spread and bunch length.

Figure 5.26: (left) Reconstructed LPS from SART (right) RMSE between simulated
projections and predicted forward projections after 50 iterations.

Next, ISRA was used to reconstruct the LPS. A positive uniform matrix was taken
as the initial matrix and iterations were done until the results started to converge.
Figure 5.27 shows the results after 50 iterations where the RMSE is about 0.1 %.
The noisy artfacts scattered in the reconstruction region are significantly reduced.
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Also, the LPS structure does not have surrounding low intensity values.

Figure 5.27: (left) Reconstructed LPS from ISRA (right) RMSE between simulated
projections and predicted forward projections after 50 iterations.

Figure 5.28: (left) Initial LPS form LEDA (right) Reconstructed LPS starting with
initial LPS from LEDA.

Finally, the initial matrix was established from LEDA. The noise-like artefacts sur-
rounding the reconstructed LPS were forced to 0. The initial matrix evolves after
each iteration, until after 20 iterations, the LPS shape is already formed and then
we continue iterations until the changes in LPS become very insignificant. Figure
5.28 shows the results after 50 iterations. The noisy artefacts are removed and even
the kink on the right is reproducible. On the left, the kink is not resolvable because
of the resolution limitation. The rms bunch length obtained is 1.18mm which has
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only 2.6% relative difference from simulated bunch length. The rms projected mo-
mentum projected spread is 22.02 keV which is only about 4 keV higher than the rms
energy spread of the original phase space. If the number of iterations are increased
to 200, the LPS becomes more thin but the bunch length and the energy spread
values obtained remain similar, see Figure 5.29. Some additional low intensity noise-
like pixels start appearing around the reconstructed LPS within the initial matrix
region. Also, more ripples start appearing on the flat-top profiles. Generally, 50
iterations are enough to produce noise free and accurate results.

Figure 5.29: Reconstructed LPS (left) starting with uniform positive initial matrix
after 200 iterations (b) RMSE after 200 iterations is approx. 0.1 %.

To further prove that the reconstructed LPS of the 250 pC beam, still dominated
by space charge effects, cannot be represented by an analytical model without space
charge, ISRA algorithm was used to reconstruct the LPS of the beam without slit.
Figure 5.30 shows the reconstructed results. It appears that the algorithm placed
the weights of the momentum projections in the wrong bins due to inaccurate model.
The overall LPS structure does not resemble the true LPS of a 250 pC beam, the
rms bunch length is overestimated and the rms momentum spread is almost two
times higher.
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Figure 5.30: LPS reconstructed for 250 pC beam without inserting slit. The weights
of the momentum projections are placed in the wrong bins distorting the results.

Additionally, an attempt was made to investigate the slice energy spread of the
beam with the slit. The LPS was partitioned into sub-picosecond slices, in this
particular case 150 slices. Figure 5.31 shows the slice energy spread in case of 50
and 200 iterations, respectively. The central slice energy spread was about 2 keV/c
after 200 iterations, as compared to 1.7 keV/c, found from ASTRA.

Figure 5.31: Slice energy spread of the 250 pC beam after (left) 50 iterations (right)
200 iterations.
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5.5 Momentum measurements for tomography

The momentum p0 of a reference particle, travelling on a design trajectory and
impinging on the vertical center of the observation screen Disp2.Scr1 after the dipole
Disp2.D1 (see, Fig. 3.10), can be calculated as [19]:

p0 = eBρ, (5.20)

where e is the electron charge, B is the magnetic field inside the dipole and ρ is the
bending radius of the dipole. The vertical coordinates of the other particles in the
bunch on the observation screen can be calculated using the following equation [19]:

y = y0 + y′0L− δp ·D. (5.21)

where y is the particle vertical coordinate on the observation screen, y0 and y′0 are
the particle vertical coordinate and the particle vertical divergence at the dipole
entrance, L is the drift length between the dipole exit and the observation screen,
δp = (p−p0)/p0 is the particle relative momentum with respect to the ideal reference
particle p0, and D = 2ρ is the dispersion for the 180° dipole magnet, where ρ =
0.3m is the bending radius of this dipole at PITZ. The sign was flipped compared
to Eq. 2.31 to keep the same direction of the y axis. The horizontal coordinates of
the particles on the observation screen can be calculated from the beam transport
through a drift space with length equal to πρ+ L, see Eq. 2.22.
The first two terms in the right part of the Eq. 5.21 describe the transformation
of particle’s coordinate after the drift space with length L and define the beam size
there. The last term shows a linear dependence of the particles vertical coordinate on
the observation screen Disp2.Scr1 on its momentum. The best momentum resolution
is achieved if the sum of two first terms is the smallest for all particles, or, in other
words, the vertical beam size after a drift with a length L is the smallest. To
adjust the momentum resolution, a reference screen High1.Scr5 is installed in the
straight section at the same distance L downstream the dipole entrance as the
screen Disp2.Scr1 is downstream the dipole exit [47]. The vertical beam size σy can
be measured there and adjusted by tuning the quadrupole magnets upstream the
dipole magnet to have the vertical beam size as small as possible. As a result, the
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relative resolution of the momentum measurements can be estimated as:

δp =
∆p

p
=
σy
D
. (5.22)

Hence, once the momentum projections of the beam are measured on the y axis of
the screen, their mean and rms values are calculated. The booster phase is scanned
to find the maximum mean momentum value and the corresponding phase. Typi-
cally the beam matching is kept constant for all phases.
This section presents results of longitudinal phase space measurements using the to-
mographic technique for different temporal laser profiles and electron bunch charges.
Tomographic reconstructions were done with the ISRA algorithm that yields the
result of the longitudinal phase space upstream the booster cavity. Transverse trun-
cated Gaussian laser with different temporal profiles was used to produce electron
bunches. Beam Shape Aperture (BSA) was set depending on to the bunch charge
to be extracted. The bunch charge was measured using a faraday cup after the
gun. The gun was set to the MMMG phase and the solenoid current was kept cor-
responding to the minimum projected transverse emittance. Then, the beam was
sent through the dipole and the dipole current was adjusted in order to bring the
beam to the center of the screen.
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5.5.1 Low charge: 10pC beam

Electron beams were generated from the MBI photocathode laser system [35] with
a truncated Gaussian transverse distribution. Two different cases of the temporal
distributions were considered for the LPS tomography; Gaussian and modulated
Gaussian profile. For the case of 10 pC beam charge, the BSA was set to 0.5mm.
Figure 5.32 shows the transverse distribution of the laser at the virtual cathode
camera.

Figure 5.32: Transverse laser profile on the virtual cathode. The iris was set to
0.5mm, yielding σx = 0.136mm and σy = 0.136mm.

Gaussian temporal laser profile

An electron beam of 10 pC charge was generated from the temporal Gaussian dis-
tribution by tuning the laser attenuater. The beam was accelerated by the RF gun
with the nominal input power settings. Using the dipole in the low energy section,
the beam momentum was measured for different gun phases. Beam momentum at
the MMMG phase after the LEDA scan was 6.32MeV/c and the minimum rms mo-
mentum spread was 2.40 keV/c. After setting the gun phase to the MMMG phase,
the beam was further accelerated downstream using the booster accelerating struc-
ture. Then, the beam was focused on High1.Scr5 using two quadrupoles, namely
High1.Q5 and High1.Q6, to have minimum vertical rms size as well as good SNR.
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After that, the high energy dipole was used to bend the beam and the momentum
projections on the Disp2.Scr1 were measured. Figure 5.33 shows the normalized
momentum projections corresponding to each booster phase. The area of interest
for the beam distribution on the Disp2.Scr1 was set manually in order to fix the
momentum range for the tomographic reconstruction.

Figure 5.33: Measured projections for 10 pC beam corresponding to booster phase
scan for temporal Gaussian profile.

Since in LPS tomography, the initial matrix is estimated from the LEDA scan, the
mean momentum and the rms momentum spread measurements corresponding to
the various gun phases is also considered, see Figure 5.34 (left). To have a beam with
a good resolution and SNR on the low momentum measurement screen, Disp1.Scr1,
it was focused using a solenoid and the number of bunches in a pulse train were
kept 19. Figure 5.34 (right) shows the mean momentum and the rms momentum
spread measurements corresponding to the various booster phases. The MMMG was
17.14MeV/c at booster phase 119° and the minimum energy spread was 9.28 keV/c
at booster phase 121°. The model fits are also shown in the plots. The mean mo-
mentum model agrees very well to the measured values. The momentum spread
shows good agreement around minimum energy spread. At the off-crest phases, the
rms momentum spread appears to be high because of back ground noise in case of
10 pC beam. Figure 5.35 (left) shows the phase advance curve which is smooth
indicating that the entire range of energy spread information is covered. This shows
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Figure 5.34: (left) Gun phase scan for 10 pC temporal Gaussian laser profile (right)
Booster phase scan for 10 pC temporal Gaussian laser with fitted model.

the booster phase range suitable for the LPS tomography. Figure 5.35 (right) shows
the sinogram that is fed to the tomography tool for the LPS reconstruction. It shows
the intensity map (red being the highest and blue being the lowest) of the momen-
tum values corresponding to the booster phase values. The width of the 90°-rotated
cos-like curve is more at the bottom of the plot (approximately between 16.4MeV
and 16.8MeV), decreases around the MMMG phase (120°) and then again increases
towards the off-crest phase at the top of the plot. There are some pixels scattered
in the sinogram due to the presence of noise in the measurements. The ratio of this
measured sinogram with the predicted forward projection gives the correction factor
in the successive iterations.
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Figure 5.35: (left) Relative energy spread corresponding to the phase advance (right)
Sinogram of the 10 pC beam.

The initial matrix for the iterations was obtained from the gun phase scan as
already explained in the section on proof-of-principle simulations. The iterations
were carried out until the results started to converge and the RMSE was <0.2%.
Figure 5.36 shows the results after 50 iterations using ISRA. The results obtained
were noise-free and the bunch length and the energy spread values gave reasonable
results. The rms bunch length the energy spread were found to be 0.84 mm and
8.87 keV/c, respectively.

Figure 5.36: Reconstructed LPS of 10 pC beam with temporal Gaussian laser profile.
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Modulated gaussian temporal laser profile

Next, a more challenging case of modulated temporal gaussian laser was taken for
the LPS tomography. MBI laser was used to generate modulated profile with the
help of Lyot filter in the regeneration amplifier. BSA was set to 0.5mm and a charge
of 10 pC was extracted. The gun was set to the MMMG phase after the LEDA scan
and transported to the booster. The booster phase was varied after focusing the
beam on High1.Scr5 and the momentum projections downstream the dipoles were
measured. Figure 5.37 shows all the projections corresponding to the booster phases
with clearly visible modulations.

Figure 5.37: Measured projections for 10 pC beam corresponding to booster phase
scan for modulated temporal Gaussian profile.

Beam momentum from the LEDA scan is shown in Figure 5.38 (left). The MMMG
was found to be 6.35MeV/c and the minimum rms momentum spread was 2.51 keV/c.
Figure 5.38 (right) shows the results of the mean momentum and the momentum
spread along with the fitted model. After the booster phase scan, the MMMG and
the minimum energy spread phase were found to be 17.1MeV/c at 119° and 24 keV/c
at 121°, respectively. The mean momentum model, like the previous case, fits very
well to the measured data, while in the case of the momentum spread model, the
measured values oscillate around the modelled curve, giving a reasonable fit. The
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energy spread in the data is high with more statistical error as compared to the case
of temporal Gaussian laser because of modulations in the beam.

Figure 5.38: (left) Gun phase scan for 10 pC modulated temporal Gaussian laser
(right) Booster phase scan for 10 pC modulated temporal Gaussian laser with fitted
model.

Figure 5.39: (left) Relative energy spread corresponding to the phase advance (right)
Sinogram of the 10 pC modulated beam.

Figure 5.39 (left) shows the relative energy spread w.r.t the phase advance. The
plot shows a smooth curve with a small step size indicating that the entire range
of energy spread information is covered. The booster phase step size was kept ap-
proximately 0.5°, in order to retain the information of modulations in the beam.
Additinally, the number of pulses were adjusted to have better SNR. Figure 5.39
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(right) shows the sinogram that is fed to the tomography tool for the LPS recon-
struction of modulated beam. The overall structure of the sinogram is similar to
the temporal Gaussian case but the energy spread is comparatively higher owing to
the modulated beam.
Again, the initial matrix for the iterations was obtained from the gun phase scan.
The iterations were carried out until the results started to converge. Figure 5.40
shows the results obtained from ISRA after 50 iterations. The results obtained were
noise-free and the bunch length and the energy spread values gave reasonable re-
sults. The bunch length profile shows unambiguous modulations demonstrating the
diagnostic capability of the method.

Figure 5.40: Reconstructed LPS of 10 pC beam with modulated temporal Gaussian
laser profile.

Additionally, the bunch length was measured using a TDS installed downstream
the booster cavity. Since the beam becomes already relativistic after exiting the
gun, the bunch length remains the same before and after the booster. This pro-
vides an alternate way to find the bunch length and hence check the reliability of
the reconstructed LPS. For the TDS installed in the PITZ beamline, the number
of pulses can be varied between 1 to 3 because it operates at 3 µs RF pulse length
and the laser pulse repetition rate is 1 MHz. The screen used is LYSO [43], since it
outputs more light. Usually, the number of pulses used is 3 (maximum) for streaked
beam, to have good SNR. Also, the beam is focused before the TDS using a pair of
quadrupoles to improve the signal resolution as well as further increase the signal
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strength. The TDS phase is adjusted such that the beam remains at the center of
the LYSO screen even when the TDS is powered off. This is called the zero crossing
phase since it causes no deflection in the beam. Then, the TDS phase is scanned
from 3° to 5° in both directions of the zero crossing phase, depending upon the
beam position movement on the screen (TDS deflecting voltage). The bunch length
is measured across both zero crossing phases [43].
Figure 5.41 (left) shows the bunch length profile of the electron beam generated
by the smooth temporal Gaussian laser. The rms bunch length calculated at one
zero crossing phase is 0.82mm and at the other zero crossing phase is 0.81mm, re-
spectively. Figure 5.41 (right) shows the bunch length profile of the electron beam
generated by the modulated temporal Gaussian laser pulses. When the number of
bunches in a pulse train was kept 3, the modulations in the bunch profile were less
pronounced. Therefore, for this case, the number of pulses was fixed to 1 in order to
avoid the saturation of the screen. One can compare the modulations in the bunch
length profile obtained from the TDS to the ones obtained from LPS tomography
results. The results look promising as they agree quite well.

Figure 5.41: Bunch length profile measured using TDS for (left) temporal Gaussian
laser (right) temporal modulated Gaussian laser.

From these experimental results, one can conclude that it is possible to reconstruct
LPS of low charge beam by LPS tomography. By optimization of the experimen-
tal conditions and improvement in the reconstruction algorithm, not only temporal
Gaussian profiles can be reconstructed but also complicated profiles like modulated
Gaussians can also be determined accurately.
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5.5.2 High charge: 250pC beam

The MBI laser system was used to generate a temporal Gaussian laser beam with
a transverse truncated Gaussian distribution. To extract a charge of 250 pC, BSA
was set to 1.0mm. Figure 5.42 shows the transverse distribution of the laser pulse
at the virtual cathode camera.

Figure 5.42: Transverse laser profile on the cathode. The iris was set to 1 mm, yield-
ing a horizontal rms size σx = 0.2424mm and a vertical rms size σy = 0.2868mm.

Again, the gun was set to the MMMG phase after the LEDA scan and transported
to the booster. The booster phase was varied and the momentum projections down-
stream the dipoles were recorded. Figure 5.43 shows all the projections correspond-
ing to the booster phases. For this case, the gun phase range, booster phase range
and the step size were kept such that one can cover both MMMG and the minimum
energy spread phase. In contrast to the 10 pC charge, their corresponding phases
are by 2° apart and the rms momentum spread is also high at off-crest phases. This
is because of the presence of space charge forces which are dominant for 250 pC
beam at around 17MeV/c.
Beam momentum after the gun phase scan is shown in Figure 5.44 (left). The
MMMG and the minimum rms momentum spread were found to be 6.43 MeV/c
and 8.6 keV/c, respectively. For booster phase scan, the MMMG was found to be
16.79MeV/c at set point 55° and the minimum energy spread was found to be
11.6 keV/c at set point 60°. The difference between the MMMG phase and the
minimum energy spread phase was approximately 5°. Figure 5.44 (right) shows the
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Figure 5.43: Measured pz projections for 250 pC beam corresponding to booster
phase scan for temporal Gaussian profile.

results of the mean momentum and the momentum spread along with the fitted
model. Again, the mean momentum model fits very well to the measured data,
while in the case of the momentum spread model, the measured values show higher
energy spread. Since the space charge effects are not incorporated in the LPS model,
the momentum spread values are underestimated.

Figure 5.44: (left) Gun phase scan at LEDA for 250 pC temporal Gaussian laser,
(right) Booster phase scan at HEDA1 with fitted model.
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In order to strongly reduce the space charge forces, a slit at the location of
Low.Scr1, at a distance of 0.8m from the cathode, was inserted in the transverse
plane. From simulations, the results looked promising. The same procedure was
adopted in the experiment. Figure 5.45 (left) shows the 3D model of the slit at the
location of Low.Scr1. The chopped beam was then observed on Low.Scr3 located
downstream the slit, at a location of 1.71m from the cathode, see Figure 5.45 (right).
The charge of this beam measured by a faraday cup, also at Low.Scr3 location, was
approximately 10 pC.

Figure 5.45: (left) 3D model of the 200 µm-wide vertical slit at the location of
Low.Scr1, z = 0.8m. (right) Beam at Low.Scr3, z = 1.71m after the slit.

Once again the booster phase was varied. The MMMG after the booster was found
to be 16.84MeV/c at set point 56.6° and the minimum energy spread was 20.4 keV/c
at set point 58.1°. Now the difference between the MMMG phase and the minimum
energy spread phase was reduced to 1.5° indicating a significant reduction of the
space charge effect. On the other hand, the minimum energy spread was increased
almost by a factor of 2. Therefore, some additional tuning was done to improve
the momentum resolution. For every booster phase, the quadrupoles (High1.Q6
and High1.Q7) were tuned in order to have the minimum vertical beam size at
the reference screen, i.e. High1.Scr5 and their corresponding values were saved.
Then the booster phase was varied, the saved quadrupole values were updated and
the momentum projections were measured. The momentum resolution improved
by 5 keV/c and the phase difference between MMMG phase and minimum energy
spread phase further reduced to 0.5°, see Figure 5.46. Table 5.1 summarizes the
values of MMMG and the minimum energy spread and their phases, respectively.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of 250pC beam for different experimental cases
Case ⟨pz⟩max phase σmin

p phase ⟨pz⟩max σmin
p

Charge (pC) + slit (degree) (degree) (MeV) (keV)
250 55 60 16.8 11.6

250 + slit 56.6 58.1 16.8 20.4
250 + slit + tuning 57 57.5 16.9 14.9

Figure 5.46: (left) Booster phase scan for 250 pC beam with slit (right) Booster
phase scan for 250 pC beam with slit and tuned quadrupoles. The minimum energy
spread resolution is improved by 5 keV.

The additional advantage of this method is that the booster phase range to be
scanned is significantly reduced. One can plot the phase advance w.r.t the booster
phase and observe that the phase advance already reaches 80° around booster phase
10° and starts to saturate as shown in Figure 5.47 (left). The relative energy spread
also starts to saturate at the phase advance value of 80° as shown in Figure 5.47
(right).
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Figure 5.47: (left) Phase advance corresponding to the booster phase scan (right)
Relative energy spread corresponding to the phase advance.

For the iterative reconstruction, as a first step, the initial estimate x⃗k was taken
as a uniform vector of 1s. The results of first 50 iterations from ISRA are shown in
Figure 5.48. The rms bunch length was calculated to be 1.46mm and the rms energy
spread was calculated to be 16.97 keV/c. The results obtained are converging and
with few noise-like artefacts. In the next step, the initial estimate for the iterations
was obtained from the gun phase scan. Figure 5.49 (left) shows the results after 50
iterations. The artefacts are almost removed and the overall structure is similar to
the uniform initial estimate case. The initial estimate from LEDA not only removes
the noise but also impacts the overall distribution of particles in phase space. One
can compare the rms bunch length and the energy spread values of the reconstructed
LPS to note this effect. The rms bunch length was reduced to 1.13mm and the rms
energy spread was reduced to 12.65 keV/c. The energy spread of the Gaussians
distributions in the initial guess were kept 50 keV/c. Note, that if the energy spread
of the initial guess is underestimated, a part of the actual LPS would be forced
to be 0. Figure 5.49 (right) shows the case where the energy spread of the initial
estimate was kept 10 keV/c and hence part of the LPS was cut. These results were
also obtained after 50 iterations.
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Figure 5.48: (left) Reconstructed LPS with uniform positive initial matrix. The
purple line is the Gaussian fit of the bunch length profile. (right) RMSE after 50
iterations is around 0.2%.

Figure 5.49: (left) Reconstructed LPS with initial estimate from LEDA with 50 keV
energy spread. The purple line is the Gaussian fit of the bunch length profile. (right)
Reconstructed LPS with initial estimate from LEDA with 10 keV energy spread. The
purple line is the Gaussian fit of the bunch length profile.
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Since we know the dipole introduces additional energy spread in the beam, an
attempt was made to reconstruct the LPS after removing this energy spread. The
momentum projections were deconvoluted with the High1.Scr5 y projection which
reduced the energy spread introduced by the dipole. Again, starting from the initial
matrix from the gun phase scan, 50 iterations were carried out. Interestingly, the rms
bunch length and the energy spread results were comparable to the ones obtained
by the LPS reconstructed without deconvoluted momentum projections. But, the
rms error decreased to <0.1% as the difference between the deconvoluted measured
projections and the predicted forward projections further reduced. The results are
shown in Figure 5.50. Hence, one can conclude that the ISRA algorithm, together
with the initial well-defined estimate from the gun phase scan, gives reliable results
with monotonic convergence even without deconvoluted momenta.

Figure 5.50: (left) Reconstructed LPS after deconvolving momentum projections
with High1.Scr5 y projection. The purple line is the Gaussian fit of the bunch
length profile. (right) RMSE after 50 iterations is less than 0.1%.

Again, one can compare the bunch length profiles obtained from the reconstructed
LPS with the profiles measured from the TDS. Figure 5.51 (left) shows the bunch
length of 250 pC beam across both zero crossing phases. They are Gaussian-like
with slightly different distribution depending upon the shear parameter. The rms
bunch length was calculated to be 1.473mm and 1.983 mm, respectively. Figure
5.51 (right) shows the bunch length profile of the truncated beam across both zero
crossing phases. The rms bunch length at the zero crossing phases were calculated
to be 1.34mm and 1.64mm. Both the profiles have a flat-top, similar to what was
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observed in the x projection of the reconstructed LPS. The Gaussian fit on the
flat-top profiles obtained from the reconstructed LPS are comparable to the bunch
length profiles of the non-truncated beam measured by the TDS.

Figure 5.51: Bunch length profile measured using TDS for (left) 250 pC beam charge
(right) 250 pC beam truncated by slit.

From these experimental results, one can conclude that it is possible to reconstruct
LPS of 250 pC beam by LPS tomography, but under special experimental conditions.
Since the analytical model of the LPS does not include the space charge forces, one
can attempt to significantly reduce them in experiment by truncating the beam with
a slit in the non-dispersive plane. The experimental results are also consistent with
the simulation results.
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5.6 Summary

LPS infront of the booster is reconstructed at PITZ by tomography [19]. In this
method, the booster phase is varied and the measured momentum projections are
fed to an iterative algorithm. The iterations are carried out until the results con-
verge. Previously this was done at PITZ by using ART. Although ART is simple
to implement with a good convergence speed, the results showed many artefacts
and hence overestimated the energy spread and the bunch length. The aim of this
work was to optimize the experimental procedure to obtain data for tomography as
well as update the reconstruction algorithm to have noise free and reliable results
without applying any charge cuts.
In the scope of this thesis work, some core concerns were addressed e.g. booster
phase scan range, momentum resolution and space-charge effects. First, an ana-
lytical model was developed to quantify the rms energy spread, bunch length and
the phase advance. With the LPS chirp and the bunch length estimated from the
model, the phase advance was determined. Phase advance analysis identified the
booster phase range and the step size to be used for obtaining the momentum
projections. In the experimental procedure, the signal resolution of these projec-
tions was improved by careful beta function control at the reference screen of the
momentum measurements. For the case of 250 pC, a slit before the booster was
used to reduce the space charge effects. The reconstruction method was updated
from ART to ISRA which showed promising results owing to its assurance of non-
negative solution. The weight matrix that is crucial for the successive updates in
the iterations was improved by bilinear interpolation. To cater the noisy artefacts
that are inherent in tomography, an initial scientific presumption of LPS from the
low energy section momentum measurements was established. The aforementioned
modifications resulted in reduced noise-like artefacts, better convergence speed and
more accurate results. After the methodical studies on the simulations, the tech-
nique was applied to the experimental data for 10 pC and 250 pC beam. Experiment
with modulated laser beam was also designed that successfully demonstrated the
diagnostic capability.
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Conclusion and outlook

High brightness photoinjector is a key component of a brilliant light source. Free
electron lasers need coherent electrons with a small 6D phase space. This means that
the electrons should have small transverse emittance, small energy spread and high
peak current. FLASH and XFEL are such user facilities that serve to provide short
intense radiation. The electron sources of these facilities are developed, conditioned
and characterized at the Photoinjector Test facility at DESY in Zeuthen (PITZ).
Basically PITZ characterizes the electron guns at the working point of these facili-
ties, i.e., 250 pC bunch charge and 6.3MeV/c beam energy. The characterization of
both transverse and longitudinal phase space is crucial to optimize the beam in a
photoinjector.
To characterize the beam in the transverse phase space, PITZ utilises single slit
scanning technique [17, 40]. Usually the solenoid current is varied within a certain
range to find the minimum emittance point corresponding to the horizontal and
vertical phase space ϵxy =

√
ϵxϵy. It was observed at PITZ, that the beam was

asymmetric in the transverse plane after the gun. Also, the horizontal and vertical
phase spaces and their corresponding emittance numbers were not the same indi-
cating coupling. In order to find the 4D transverse phase space, virtual pepper pot
technique was developed and successfully tested on simulation as well as experimen-
tal data. It enabled to find ϵ4D and reconstruct 4D transverse phase space. It was
found that the source of rise in emittance comes from the cross planar coupling and
in order to remove or minimize it, the optimum approach would be to fine tune the
quadrupoles’ current. As a next step, the tuning of number of bunches for each slit
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position during the slit scan is planned to improve the signal to noise ratio. This
can enable reconstruction of phase space halo without resorting to any charge cut
methodology. Also, additional simulations with gun quadrupoles can be done to
have conditions comparable to experiments.
At PITZ, the LPS after the gun is characterized by tomography [19], which requires
no additional infrastructure like a TDS. But the space charge dominated nature
of the beam poses a challenge for this method. Similar to the TPS reconstruction
technique, inserting a slit can reduce the space charge forces, and since it is in the
non-dispersive plane, the overall structure of the LPS is not affected. After develop-
ing an analytical model for LPS, the method was tested on simulations as well as the
experimental data. It gave insight to the LPS phase advance and the importance of
reconstruction algorithm. The simulation and the experimental results showed good
agreement exhibiting the successful implementation of the methodology [73], which
was further verified by the TDS measurement. However, LPS tomography should be
further explored for an accurate measurement of the slice energy spread, since it is
perturbed when the local charge density is modulated after inserting the slit. Owing
to the vast interest of the FEL community in slice energy spread, as a next step,
it is planned to improve the mean momentum model by either including the space
charge effect [74] or by a physics informed machine learning model [75]. This would
eradicate the need to insert a slit after the gun, enabling reliable measurement of
the slice energy spread.
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2D charge cut

The normalized integrated charge cut corresponding to the normalized weights of the
projection was investigated. To quantify how much charge is cut in the projection
of the EMSY1 distribution because of noise, the procedure described below was
adopted.

• the EMSY1 x and y intensity distribution is cut into n intervals. Figure A.1
shows that the EMSY1 x projection is divided into 14 intervals.

Figure A.1: EMSY1 x projection divided into 14 intervals.

• the integral of projection below ith level is taken to yield Qx. Figure A.2 (left)
shows integrated charge normalized by the total charge Qo. When the ratio
Qx/Qo is unity, there is no charge lost.
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Figure A.2: (left) Normalized integrated charge corresponding to each cut level.
(right) Normalized intensity of the projection corresponding to normalized inte-
grated charge.

• The weights of the normalized projection corresponding to the normalized
integrated charge are plotted to indicate which part of the EMSY1 distribu-
tion contributed to the beamlets. The points are interpolated to yield better
estimate as shown in Figure A.2 (right).

• From the normalized integrated charge, one can then find the charge cut on
the projection as shown in Figure A.3 (left). A comparison plot (right) is also
shown to indicate how much projection was lost (put to 0) .

Figure A.3: (left) Part of the tail that is cut because of noise (right) Comparing
EMSY1 projection before and after charge cut.
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Systematic error in momentum
measurements

For the on-crest phase, beam travels exactly through the center of the dipole and
hence there is no dispersion from the dipole. The deviation of the beam trajectories
in the dipole for the off-crest phases causes systematic error in the measurement.
To quantify this deviation, the beam charge was tuned to 10 pC and the booster
phase was set to the minimum energy spread phase. Then the beam was scanned
on the dispersion screen Disp2.Scr1 by varying the dipole current.

Figure B.1: (left) Beam distribution on the momentum measurement screen
Disp2.Scr1. (right) Mean momentum and rms momentum of 10 pC beam at
booster’s minimum energy spread phase for different dipole currents from pixel 300
to 500.

Figure B.1 (left) shows the superimposed beam images for various dipole currents
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as the beam traverses the screen. The beam images appear to be slightly tilted
and horizontally displaced, with more dispersion at the start of the screen (till pixel
number 200; see y axis) and then the beam distribution becomes more consistent
towards the end of the screen (till pixel number 600). Figure B.1 (right) shows a
plot of the mean momentum and momentum spread for the beam images in the
central part of the screen (pixel 300 to 500 on y scale) since the beam is generally
scanned in this region for the momentum measurements in case of low charge beams.
The peak to peak deviation of these values was calculated. The number of pulses
were tuned for each dipole current in order to have good signal-to-noise ratio. In
this particular case, ∆pz and ∆σp were estimated to be 14.1 keV/c and 3.66 keV/c,
respectively.
Ideally, during the booster phase scan to measure the momentum projections, the
dipole current should be adjusted for each booster phase to bring the beam to the
center of the screen, in order to minimize or eliminate the systematic error. This
will give accurate estimation of mean momentum and momentum spread. Changing
the dipole current also changes the momentum calibration of the screen for every
measurement. Since in LPS tomography, one of the requirement is to keep the
momentum range fixed, this measurement method is not suitable for our case.
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